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$1.00 PER YEAR

COUNTY CLERK MAKES
NEW RAILROAD FROM DEN
NEW TIME TABLE TO BE
QUARTERLY REPORT
VER TO GULF VIA. CLOVIS
EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 7th.
A dispatch from Raton says:
House Passes Homestead
"According to reliable reports
Bill by Fergusson.
received by the Rnton "Range"
Washington, Jan. 18. A stock
from Clayton, a large corps of
Santa Fe surveyors is now oper- raising homestead bill, introating southwest of Clayton blaz- duced by representative Fering a new right of way for a gusson of New Mexico, was
Santa Fe connection betweer passed by the house today. It
Clovis and Des Moines, N. M. is designed to lease the 33,000- While nothing of an official 000 acres of remaining public
character has been given out by domain of the semi-ari- d
states
the road, it is the current rumor by a system of grants to each
among the railroad fraternity settler of a home on the lands
that the only remaining gap in with sufficient acreage to tup-pohis family by combining
assured Santa Fe trunk line bert

and Galveston forage farming with stack raiswill he closed within the very ing.
The bill requires entrymen to
near future with the building of
175 miles of new line between make permanent improvements
Clovis and Des Moines, making or not less tnan
an acre
the Gate City an important di- in value and allows entry of up
vision point on the new
to 64) acres.
tween Denver

Denver-to-the-Gu- lt

road.

The repeated assurance made
by prominent Santa Fe officials
that this main artery between
Colorado and tidewater would be
opened some day, has been
brought very near fruition by.
the completion of the Coleman
during the past year and
f
the establishing of a through
train service between Clovis and
the Gulf. The purchase of the
St. L, R. M. & Pacific railroad
further provides fifty miles of
link bethe missing
tween Clovis and Raton. The
rumored abandonment of the
from Tucumcari t o
survey
fchomburg on the Santa Fe
main line below French is said
to be due to insurmountable engineering difficulties met with
in eastern Mora county. It is also rumored that a joint arrangement has been made by the Santa
Fe with the Colorado & Southern
for usa of the Colorado & Southern tracks between Trinidad and
Pueblo, this latter arrangement
straightening out the only kink
in a direct line of road between
the Colorado capital and the
gulft
cut-of-

225-mil-

-

First Methodist Church.
Sunday School
9:45.
at
Preaching at 11:00 a. m. by the
pastor, Subject. "Why I believe the Bible to be the word
Preaching again at
of God.
7:15 by the Pastor.
Subject,
"lhe Immortality of the Soul."
We take pleasure
in inviting
every one to attend our church.
Remember both sermons next
Sunday will be of especial
.J. H. Messer Pastor.,

Elks' Home to be

Clovis, Jan. 19, 1915.
It is something out of the ordinary for most of our County of- The Clovis National Bank in The Clovis News,
Prosperous Condition.
ficials in the past to make any
Clovis N. M.
We are glad to be able to di- Gentlemen:
kind of a report, but County
Clerk, Zerwer, who is keeping rect the attention of the pubAs a matter of information,
the affairs of his office up in lic to the quarterly statement of I beg to advise ' that there will
commendable shape, believes in the Clovis National Bank which be some important changes in
the saying that the people should statement shows a very Pros- time and train service, effective
know exactly what their servants perous Condition.
Sunday. Feb. 7th, 1915. Folders
The financial statement tells showing the new service in de
in office are doing with public
a wonderful story to the aver- tan are now in preparation and
funds.
The following report is ordered age person. The majority of will be distributed at an early
published and is paid for out of people in this town do not ap- date, however, the information
Mr. Zerwer's personal funds so preciate the full excent of the furnished you below is in ad
meaning of the showing made vance of the distribution of these
that-thpeople may know:
by this bank. But p xple who are folders:
Synopsis of Quarter Report ot seeking places
to invest money
Train 21, the West Coast Daily
W. C. Zerwer. County Clerk.
usually inquire about bank de will leave Kansas City at 10:45
for Quarter ending December posits
and never before was this A. M; Amarillo 5:15 A. M. and
31st, 1914.
bank better prepared to extend reach Clovis at 7:35 A M. moun
County Clerk Department every accommodation than right tain time; will leave Clovis at
now.
8 A. M. arriving at Belen 5:05 P. M.
Fees received during quarter
The directors of this bank
Train 117 from Kansas City
$795 95
represent the most careful and will leave Kansas City
at 3:15 A,
$795.95
e

Clovis

at 7:15

A. M.

mountain

time.
You will note that those trains
make direct connection at Clovis
for all trains east, west and
south.
Trains 21 and 22 will carry
standard drawing room sleepers
between Kansas City and Los
Angeles; Kansas City and Carlsbad; Clovis and San BVancisco
and Roswell and Albuquerque:
will also have tourist sleepers
between Chicago and Los Angeles and Chicago and San Fran,

cisco.

Trains 114 and 117 will carry
standard sleeper between Kansas City and Clovis.
Trains 921 and 922 will carr)
drawing room sleeper between
Clovis and Houston,
making
connection to and ' from New
Orleans, Houston an! San Fran-

substantial citizenship of Curry M; Amarillo 10:45
P. M. reaching cisco.
Paid to County Treasurer $785 95 county.
Clovis at 1:10 A. M. mountain
Trains 937 and 938 will carry
The Elks have purchased 3 lots Paid to
The Clovis National has bor- time, this train cuts out
10.00
State Treasurer
at CIo Pullman drawing room sleeper
on the corner, 150x140 feet, just
rowed no money in three vis.
$795.95 years and today
back of the Barry Hardware
this bank has East bound train 22, The Chi- between Carlsbad and Kansas
City also Pullman drawing room
store and hope to have their
Probate Court Department over twenty thousand dollars to cago Flyer, leaves Belen at 11:55 sleeper between
new home in course of construe
Roswell and
loan.
P. M. reaches Clovis at 7:10 A. M Albuquerque.
Balance on hand Sept. 30, 1914
tion very soon.
This bank has never foreclos leaving Clovis at 7:45 A. M
$135.68
It will be noted therefore, that
Received on Deposit
2.50 ed a mortgage on cattle and al mountain time, arrives Amarillo
Trey O' Hearts
ways keeps more money on 12:05 P. m; Kansas City at 7:35 there will be ample pullman ac
$138 IS hand
comodations o n every train
"than the law reauires" A. M.
Are you reading the Trey O'
handled through Clovis. Direct
The directors of the Clovis
Train 114 leaves Clovis at 3:10
Hearts in the News for the Fees earned paid to County
connections
will be made at Chi
Treasurer
$ 2 63 National
has been increased P. M. mountain time, arriving at
benefit of town and county read- Balance on hand
cago and Kansas City for all
135.55 from five to seven
Amarillo 7:30 P. M; Kansas City points
ers? You will more fully enjoy
north and east and at
$138.18 A. W. Hockenhuil, W. H. Dack 5:05 P. M. the following day.
Houston for all destinations in
the pictures at the Lyceum if
worth, L. H. Sanders, Alex
Trains on the Pecos Valley
you read the story in this paper. District court Department Shipley, president, Jno. T. Ship- Branch north bound leave Carls- - the south east.
Your giving publicity to this
ley, Vieo .
and J. C.Nelson, fad 11:10 P. m; Rob well 2:20 A.. M
Its the most interesting serial Balance on hand Sept. 30,
change
in time will be appreciat
1914
arrives at Clovis 6:30 A. M; South
story written in the 20th century
$293.09 Cashier.
ed greatly.
bound leaves Clovis 8:10 A. M;
and is sweeping the country like Received on Deposit since 427.08
Yours Truly,
Roswell 11:45 A. m; Carlsbad
Received
for
Sheriff
00 Presbyterian Chhrch.
28
wild fire.
L. R. Conarty,
Nothing could be
Received Dist. Atty. ftes 85 00
The Presbyterians of Clovis, 2:40 p. m. There is a mixed train
Agent.
more entertaining and instruc- Received for fines
230.00 have completed their house of from Cailsoad to Roswell leaving
tive these long winter evenings Received on costs Witness
worship and all the bills have Carlsbad 6:30 A. M. arriving at
than to read the story and see
and J. P. fees
paid.
16.30 been
The pastor and Roswell 9:30 A. M., returning, Merchant's Carnival.
leaves Roswell 5 P. M., arrives
the picture3 at the ghow hf)uge
The Merchant's Carnival is
$1079.47 congregation very much appreciate the kindly spirit and ef- Carlsbad 8 10 P. M.
over and all the mercnants are
every Friday night. Subscribe
Paid county treasurer for
ficient assistance given by those
The service between Ca rlsbad well satisfied with the good ad
for the News and get the full
fines,
fees,
costs,
who are not members of this and Pecos is practically as at vertising that was given their
series of fifteen installments. It
Dist. Atty. fees
$540 65 church. We extend to one and present; Train 941 leaving Carls firms by the various trade discost $100,000 to put these pictures Paid to Sheriff
19.25 all a most cordial invitation to bad 7:30 A. M. reaching Pecos plays at the Lyceum, Monday
in film and the writer of the Paid State Treasurer (fine) 20.00 worship with ui at any time. 11:30 A. M. returning leaves and Tuesday
nights.
The
121.60 The church will be dedicated on Pecos 1 P. M. arrives Carlsbad house was packed both nights.
story $ct $15,000 royalty. The Paid to litigants
Balance on hand
377.97 the fifth Sabbath. Jin. 31. 7:30 5:00 P. M.
The progressive manager of the
News $1.00 the year.
m.
Rev. John Gass, D. D.
Lyceum, Mr. Hardwick, present- Over the Lubbock Cut-of$1079.47
Rev.
W.
J.
nd
inaugurWinder
those taking part with a free
through
will
be
service
and
other
Captain B. F. Harlow formerI certify above to be true and
ministers will take part in this ated to Galveston.
ly of the Roswell Daily News is correct.
ticket to the Lyceum Monday
service. A special nrocram of
Bound train 922 leaves night.
South
in the city. Mr. Harlow is now
W. C. Zerwer.
nstrumental and vocal music Clovis 7:35 A. M. mountain
in the calendar business.
The affair was given for the
County Clrk.
is being prepared by Prof. D. time, arrives Sweetwater 4:20
Mr. McDonald, a brother of
P. S. the above report is pub- N. Croft.
of the Methodist Home
benefit
P. M. central time, and is handled
Governor W. C. McDonald is in lished and paid for by Mr.
Mission Society and their part
A hearty invitation is extend through to Galveston,
the city and may become a per- Zerwer, that the people may ed to the public.
North Bound train 921 leaves of the net proceeds amounted
manent resident.
know.
Jeremiah Moore, Pastor.
Sweetwater 12:35 A. M. reaching to $97.

on Pyle Street
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NAIL IT!

Nail This Opportunity Right Now!
If you neglect it, don't grumble if you come here later and find that a
Suit, Overcoat or pair of Trousers will cost you more money than the y cost
today!
Our great Clearance Sale will last but a few days longer and then there

will have to be a change in prices.

It

would ruin us to sell our good Clothes at discounts,
to cne-haoff all the time.

ranging from

one-four- th

lf

CLOTHCRAFT
All-Wo- e!

We couldn't keep it up if we wanted to!
Many a Man "will kick" later on, when he learns what he missed by
not taking advantage of this sale.

Oothes MANDELL

CLOTHING

COMPANY

THE CLOVIS NEWS
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE
RECORD

CONDENSED

A new Swedish loan amouiiliug lo
50,000,000 francs ($10,000,000). Will bs
Issued in a few diiys.
It was made known In Madrid that
(Jueen Victoria of Spuln Is confined to

NEWS
Of

STATE NEWS
PEOPLE

her apartments with scarlet fever.
Weitcrn Nimt.iapor t'nlon Newt. Uorvlt-The death was announced in
IIATION
'OR 'OMIU KVKSTN.
of Vice Admiral Sir George 8. April
Annual Moellnn HouOiweHtrrn New Mexii n . uuie (irowi-rNares. R. N retired. He was horn In

Republican Members of New Mexico
House Select Officers ana tm.
ployei In Caucus.

.

THE

Ixin-do-

OF EVENTS AT
HOVE A.3 ABROAD.

PROGRESS

-

at

ism.

Conservative ertimates place tbs
nuniher of dead In Ihe Italian
at from S.'i.noO to 60,(100. The
FROM ALL
Injured number at leaBt I'O.OOO.
Alfred Denkln. former prime minis
ter of Australia, will sull for the
ACHIEVE.
,
DOING
AVINCS,
Culled States, lo act as Australia'!
HOPE
,
MENTS,
chief representative at the Panama-PacifiExposition.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
A group of New York huukeis, in
eluding J. 1. Morgan & Co., have
agreed to loan the Kussiau governWAR.
ABOUT THE
ment )1 2,0o0,0(il), according to an offiannouncement.
cial
South
Tlx t .:(.- uf H i' l llion .Of
Kdward
The, American
steamer
Swakoimiund.
.....lined
l,v..
a
AMi
Pierce, which left New York for Co
Afrua.
Si.ii'liw
Germau
,,ie penhagen Nov. 2." and reached Falom Uf" II" "' 1,1111
Aihl.e
mouth Dec. 14, was detained five day
Pros-"anfiectlng
the
l'
rial
because the destination of her cargo
k,ll,'a
'
arm... l.i inn the
oil was questioned.
of
U) 10 M0.S4:!.
wound, il imil j. pi
Miss Elizabeth Held Rogers, (laugh
Louthe
of
hi'.mdenl
r
i
;ii;0
"i
The
and Mrs. Richard Held
11 11
virtlly ter of Mr. Washington.
don
U. C was
Rimers of
lo
dwlded
'
Ti.ik.-retain that t
in Trinity church, in Herlln
married
attempt
tash
a
inn
what hr
mui,
lo Prince Christian of Hesse. The
I'.uM'1
tu ill
Prince li n nephew of the UeruiHn Em
has opened negotiapop. n.
press and Is a captain iu the ticruian
of the na.Mih
tion
nay.
tions ai war with it view to procuring
The toll of dead and Injured In the
the
agreement
for
f
ihe
.u eM.iMlon
great
earthquake that swept over Cen
prisoners.
'l
of wiiiiii'ii
ex,
Soul hem Italy has not yet
und
tral
1,,.
mi"iit Ci niiiiii attack to the
up, lint all advices reaching
made
been
ninth of S.dhsons, mulct the direction Rome Indicate die ever growing extent
coupled
which,
Klmk.
win
ol
of the disaster. Towns with thousands
i:h a lined stag., .it the rtvcr, hag of Inhabitants have been overthrown
the
across
ta.ck
li
force! the Frew
and from some of these come details
Aisne.
which show an immense loss of life.
a
The Hritish tlmm to have won
The
estimates Thursday night were at
maikid fiKMCHH K.MTi.l days ago near least r(l,li0ll casualties, with 30,000
l a IliiKsee. when they drove the
lead. There are several sections,
nom strongly Intrenched
felt the earth
which undoubtedly
and
In
distance
mile
Minimis mil'
uuake In full measure, from which no
anon
their
louses
ItiHiiriis
estimate can be obtained. In Ihe an
dent territory of Marat, which In
cludes Ave.xano. the victims are
WESTERN.
pluccd at 20.000. Only a small mln
orltv Is left of the Inhabitants ol
(ha
reiluc-esize
have
bakers
liuluth
Averiiuo, who numbered approxlmat
of bread loaves an mince.
and
ly 20,000. Klflecn other towns
Anion.; Hie pets hliown at the Groat-evillnges In that section have been
Chicago Poultry Show was a de- laid waste. King Victor Emmanuel
odorized skunk named Merry," alius was on the scene at Avezzano, and
"sachet kitten."
Hn.nnn soldiers have been dispatched
Tou.-Holly Mi llrlde ol llritUb
to thi! various centers wnere uie
Cnnadii, lins written officials
force of the disturbance was greatest,
in Chicago to find thirty wives. Tor
SPORT.
iHiui-elami "twenty nine other huch--

OUT

WITH ONE EXCEPTION, SENATE
COMMITTEES REMAIN SAME.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

Vnlon

WMiem

The postoffite at Harrington has
been discontinued and mall la now
lent to (iludstone.
New Mexico's Representative In
Congress, Hon. Hurvcy B. Kergusson,
voted for equal suffrage.
A broom corn buyer In the. Clovls
section cluims to have paid out $100,- oo.i for tho urtlclo during lust year.
Three curs of broom corn were
shinned from Rock Island by farmers
from the district northwest of town.
TIih Melodic ranch people recently
bought 1,000 tons of alfalfa at Max- well, puylug ! per ton for the bale

fmnntnt

QUAKES WIPE

ELECT ROMERO SPEAKER

NEW

1

EARTH

HAVOC

8 TOWNS
PLAV

TntmOKB

AMONG

SURVIVORS

STRIVING TO 8AVE DYING.

Hurvli r.

Ni-

to ail Woman
IveaOCn uitit!,
i
iuu is

pi

of wouu-- i
Ti.ni, u,nil unon thousand
have kidney or bladder trouble and nevei
unpect it.
Wnmn'i comnlainU often prove to 1
nothing else but kidney trouble, or th
result of kidney or bladder diiesse.
if il... lidncvs are nut in a healtny coo.
dition, they limy cause the other orgiini
tu become
You nmy suffer a grest deal wun pan
feelings, head
i
the Imck. bearing-dowache and l.M of ambition.
hmlili .nukes vou nervous, Irrita
ble and may lw despondent; It makei
any one o.
But hundreds of women cnum wai ur.
Kilmer's Swamp Root, by retionng
health to the kidney, proved to De ju
the reu.edy needed to overcome nna
conditions.
A good kidney medicine, poaseming
real healing and curative value, should
be a blessing to thousands of nervous,
women.
Many find for a sample bottle to see
,
Swamp-Knotthe great JViooey,
what
Liver and Bladder Remedy will do foi
F.very reader of this paper, who
them.
has not alreailv tried It, by encloaing ten
cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.. Binghamton,
N. Y , may receive sample size oome dj
the
You can purchase
Parcel Post.
siss
fifty-een- t
and one-dollregular
Adv.
bottlen at all drug stores.

dnad.

i.r

Santa Ke. -- At noon January 12 the
TRAINS BLOCKED
Secoud State Legislature of New Mex- DEATH
House of Repico with a
r
8enate,
resentative and a
opened In the State Cupitol what Is FAMINE ANO BITTER COLD ADD
expected to be an eventful session.
TO ITALIAN HORROR DEa,cundlo Romero of San Miguel couu
hy was elected speaker, the Democratic
LAY IN RELIEF WORK.
minority giving the complimentary
vote to John Y. Hewitt of Lincoln
t'tilun Ncw Hervlct.
YVci.rrti
county.
upou
18. Eighteen towns
agreed
Republican
Jan.
London.
cuticus
The
the following House officers and em- - and villaieB have been destroyed by
P'oyes:
the earthquuke, thirteen others leu
Dona Ana; assistant chief clerk, Anton with scarcely a building standing, ana
Archuleta of Sun Miguel; sergeant ut twelve more have suffered lesser
ser,.,., - arms, Kll Hunt or Taos;
, .... .. ...
,
,
,
ass.siani
the Lloyd's News announces
UI)1
,
on
, f Sun damage,
.!
ii
mA..in.no..
!
ilie
In a dispatch from Its Rome correl
"l
"
lunTTfinn nmmil. hnlna
mil
Miguel; chapluln, Ilev. J. M. Shinier of spondent. Survivors are suffering
exceeded only by Montana and WyFe; enrolling clerks, Mrs. Abu
Santa
the correspondent says, and In
oming.
hours elapsed
Stanton of Union and Miguel Romero many pluces thirty-siThe Natural Kind.
The New Mexico counties recolved of Valencia:
stenographers,
Miss before the first relief corps arnveo,
Wliul kind of ships do they bava
a total revenue of $128,015.50 from the j,,dlh wlpmBn 0f Culfax. Mrs. Tempe
almost
Is
region
Abruzzl
The vast
dog watches on?
liquor traffic In tno fiscal year enoeo w,ll80n of Han,a Ke, Mrs. Forest Kin
devoid of hospitals, Ihe dispatch cou
.
"Why. barks, of course.
Nov. 30 last.
,lf I,,.,.,. in. Mrs. M. C. McNItt of
are
terror
people
still
Mnves. and the
Joseph (ioodale of Arizona claims to Santa Fe, Miss Pearl Price and Pedro ized by almost Incessant earth trehave earned $1 from each lien in his diuvejs of Hernullllo; reading clerks, mors. Ninety-eigh- t
of these shocks
possession the past season. He now jonil h, McKle, Jr., of Sunta V6, and are said to have been counted In twen
Iihm one thousand.
Juan liurula of Sail Miguel; assistant
Wm. Voeel. 867T
hours.
r Clovls. receiver of reading clerk, Lawrence Ft, Lackey;
K I ion. i U
the
that
MaySt.,Akron,
'.he correspondent asserts
hn defunct American Hank and Trust doorkeepers, Juan N. Maestos and Ks
Italian government has announced
Ohio, unites:
"oinimnv. nniiouncos a pnymeut of 11 tevan Zlmmerly; assistant doorkeeper, that, In view of Ihe present Interna
"Through cold I
M
Munuel A. Otero; postmnster,
per cent on all deposits.
tional unheaval, no contributions Tor and exposure and I
Valdel
pages,
Diego
Lucero;
Reyes
A report of the city manager for
earthquake victims can be accepted Improper food
the year Jlilf. shows that at the end and Ramon Sanchez
from foreign countries, even If tney during the flood. I
a
to
adopted
resolution
caucus
The
was taken with
it the calendar year Roswell had on allow
are neutral In Ihe war.
to
committee
Ihe Senate
appendicitis and
hand a balance of $12,4!m.l8.
during
the
first
main as constituted
of death from acute Intestinal
toll
The
Rome.
Tho residence of William S. Prager,
change
In June
Legl ilature. The only
eurthquake
disaster was catarrh.
one of the finest in iioswen, was al State was requested by Senntor How Italy's
and July my llfel
which
with tho receipt was despaired of.
by
thousands
swelled
most entirely destroyed by a fire that
man of Utero, was his transfer to the by
Premier Sulandra of reports from but recovered suf
Htarted from a defective flue.
committee on banks and banking. Tills towns which hud not been heard from ficiently
to be upl
several
K. A. Wuyne. for the past
agreement with
an
through
made
was
and around. My I
before.
years general mnnagor of tho KmeB- Sena
will
take
Sulzex,
who
Senator
Startling evidence of the magnitude bowels seemed'
tlue Mining Company, operating ex tor Bowman's place on the committee
paralysed. Could
of the disaster wrought in Sora was
tensive properties ut Mogollon, has re on state and county Indebtedness
no solid food.
eat
uncovered
revealed when the rescuers
signed.
"The first of lost December 1 deSenator Sulzer, the Progressive Re 700 bodies in only a small section of
cided to try Pemna. My appetite
The attorney general, In an opinion publican of the Senate, and Senator
Improved, and very soon solid foods)
the town.
iuforniB R. O. Murmon of Laguna. that McCoy, who broke away from Repub
The deaths here will number 4,000. could be taken. In two months tlmo
he knows of nothing which should ex Ucan coucas rule at the Inst session of
Now I am
tremors razed the few re- 1 gained 18 pounds.
Pueblo Indians from Mm leirislature. entered the caucus Recurrent
i' nipt
heavier than I ever waa before. When
maining walls as the workers bur
1 began to use Peruna my bowels
the road tax.
and took part In the proceedings
rowed In the debris. Many soldiers
commenced to move at once."
Tim K.nlernrise Coal Company of
killed
some
Injured
and
were reported
Those who object to liquid rnedi
Tragic End of "Cyclone" Jones.
164
Jiillup, capital f.Vl.000, has filed urti
Wednesday
shocks
outright. Since
cines can now procure Peruna in
Clovls. A terrific struggle between
plea of Incorporation with the com
Tablet form.
alleged to have been ben have been recorded.
mission. The company starts with the father,
Avczznno's death list is placed at
sou, while the ter
his
and
murder,
on
o.UOo paid in.
12.0on.
rified wife und mother and three
More than fi.ooo deaths were added
'loi'K."
At the annual meeting of Ihe stale daughters looked upon the bloody
corporation commission Matthew S spectacle, was (hut which Immediately lo tho total by reports from tho fol
The Western baseball league seh
pioneer rnllroa.l
John M.
lowing towns:
Chicago. The Croves was unanimously
man ol the west ami father of Frank ule was announced In
preceded tho death of "cyclone .lones,
Collarmele, where 1.700 nrn reported
of Denver, died at the season will start April 23 and close chairman and Kdwln F. Coard was re the "Wheat King,'' on his rancn, i
Ortucehlo, with 2.4 on Halsor
garnet
dend:
131
he
will
secretary,
0.
Sept.
was
V..
There
elected
N.
tragedy
Waterloo,
In
Hister
lioine of his
miles from Clovls. Tho
1,000; Morlno, 1,000; Colelnngo,
no,
IfiS.
played
Insteud
of
Indig
ragof
aged set lity five yea's.
the culmination of a series
The (lllu river, which became a
00; Cuitlworona. ion, una ii.epnn, (u,
Norrls U O'Neill, president of the ing torrent as the result of the recent nities and gunplays perpetrated by the
Dun Uiirher, bin sou Jesse, and
The total number of deaths reported
has washed out big nreiim of husband und father, and. In the face
two man led daughters, F.ulu ami Western league, Issued a call for
om official and private sources to
adopt
appears
octo
magnales
bankB,
meeting
bis
of
tnere
along
Its
agricultural
obtainable
land
facts
from
all
negroes,
I'liaili-staken
were
ot
Kiln
premier Ba
The meetlul rorillim to reports from Redrock and to be an ubuiidance of evidence that date exceeds 40.000. but
the Jasper county Jail at Montleello l.'ilKame arrangement.
lm, lira slates that many of these r- 5,
on
Feb.
Chicago
In
defence
in
place
shot
will
fatal
the
take
fired
the son
other points.
(in.. Iiy a mob. and lynched.
obviously are exaggerated.
life and perhaps of his norts
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'Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour
gassy stomachs in Five
minutes Time It!

PERSONAL FACTOR

You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach Is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
Is too valuable; you mustn't injure it.
Pape's Diapepsin la noted for Its
speed In giving relief; Its harmless-ness- ;
;x'',..
Its certain unfailing action In
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures In Indigestion,
r.r." '
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
troubles has made It famous tho world
over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
In th United
Pco Rivtr Bridgt, On or th Highest Railroad StructureI 321
your home keep It handy get a large
Foot.
State
Th Dlttanc From Bod of 8tram to Track
t
case from any dealer and
One of the highest railroad struc- consisting of girders and deck trusses then If anyone should eat something
tures In the United States it the carried on lofty steel towers. Tee which doesn't agree with them; If
bridge spanning the Pecos river can- magnificence of the view from the what they eat lays like lead, ferments
yon, Jltt miles west of San Antonio, deck of this bridge Is said to be ex- and sours and forms gas: causes headTex. The distance from the bed of the ceeded only by tbat of the Orand can- ache, dizziness and nausea; eructastream to the track Is 821 feet. The yon, famed the world over. Popular tions of acid and undigested
light appearing structure Mechanics.
bridge la
as soon as Pape's Piapepsin
cornea In contact with the stomach all
Its promptsuch distress vanishes.
ON THE LINE ness,
certainty mid case In overcoming
NEW IDEA OF ECONOMY EARLY TRAVEL
tho worst stomach disorders is a reveThat Mad lation to those who try It. Adv.
Rules and Regulation
Passenger To th Mark Wars
RAILROADS AIM TO MAKE EMIn Fore.
Good Advice.
"So you want tu be somebody, du
PLOYEES MORE CAREFUL
As a contrast to the traveling facili- you? There's only one way you will
ties which are now so universal, It Is ever make a noise in the world."
"What Is thut?"
Move Has Resulted in Cutting Down interesting to read a "Copy of the Rules
"Join a brass band."
for Travelers on the Klrst Railway," a
Small
Requisitions
for
Heavy
the
document still preserved among the
Supplies Better Than Old
archives of the company of the Man- BIG EATERS HAVE BAD
System Employed.
chester to Liverpool railroad, and
KIDNEYS AND BACKACHE,
which has been sent by A. 8. Vhlte-fielThe railroads, the greatest spendern
Queries.
The
rules
to
Notes
and
of the age, have recently been proTaka a Glass of Salts st One If Your
follows:
pounding to Uii' I r employees the co- are as
Back Is Hurting or Kidney and
1. Any
person desiring to travel
"How long will a broom
nundrum:
Bladder Trouble You.
Liverpool to Manchester, or vice
from
Walsh,
(Jeorge
Kthelbert
last?" writes
any portion of the Journey
versa,
or
ChiIn the Sunday Magazine of the
Tim American men and women must
thereof, must, 24 hours beforehand,
cago Herald.
agent guard constantly against Kidney trouapplication
to
station
the
make
If the once a month broom can be
place of departure), giving Jbla ble, because we eat too much and all
converted into the two nioutliH' broom, at the
place
birth, age, oc- our food is rich. Our blood Is filled
name,
address,
the eeonoinlcul stallon agent saves cupation and reason offor desiring to with uric acid which the kidneys
for bis railroad the cost of hauling travel.
strive to filter out, they weaken from
one ton of freight !!" miles every two
overwork, become sluggish; the ell
2. The station agent upon assuring
year,
nix
which,
times
a
months;
tissues clog and the result is
to
means the cost of hauling a ton of himself that the applicant desires
cause, kidney trouble, bludder weakness and
lawful
travel
just
for
a
and
freight 210 miles.
shall thereupon Issue a ticket to the a general decline in health.
Hut the In ociin is merely taken aa a
When your kidneys foel like tumps
symbol in the new railroad economy. applicant, who shall travel by the train of lend; our back hurts or the urine
named
thereon.
l
of wlileii
Take lamp chimneys,
3. Trains will start at their point ol la cloudy, full of sediment or you are
have to be used In each elation. Every
as near schedule times aa obliged to seek relief two or three
time, one breaks a charge must bo departure
possible, but the company does not times during tho night; If you suffer
to
against
the
equal
made
the rnllroiid
guarantee when they will reach tlielt with sick headache or dizzy, nervous
coHt of hauling a ton of freight ln'j
epulis, acid stomach, or you have rheu-- '
miles. Twenty lump chimneys broken destination.
mutism when the weather Is bad, get
4. Trains not reaching tl.eir destinaa year In a alngle station means that
from your pharmacist about four
put
up
ol
one
before
will
at
tion
dark
some poor locomotive must stagger
ounces of Jud Salts; take a
along
stopping
places
several
th
the
under an extra ton of freight over 210
in a glass of water before
route for the night, and passengers
miles Just lo pay for them.
must pay, and provide for, their own breakfast for a tew days and your kidEven the lead pencil must not be
neys will then act fine. This famous
lodging dui.ng the night.
A requisition for a new lot
despised
6. Luggage will be carried on the salts I made from tbe acid of grapes
few
out
In
a
of pencils can be made
and lemon Juice, combined with litbla,
lugminutes; but a ton of freight must be roof of tbe carriages. It such
and has been used for generations to
gage
gets
company
will
wet
not
be
the
hauled two miles to pay for each new
flush and stimulate clogged kidneys;
any
responsible
loss
attaching
for
one. The same is true of each track
to neutralize the acids in the urine so
thereto.
spike that works loose and is thrown
It no longer is a source of irritation,
aside. A track bolt is similarly treat
thus ending bladder disorders.
ed as waste; but it is worth three and NEW ALPINE ROAD BUILDING
Jad Raits Is Inexpensive; cannot ina balf miles of haulage of a ton of
jure, makes a delightful effervescent
Longest
Will
Be
Yet
Constructed
th
freight
llthla-watebeverage, and belongs In
and Should Prove a Delight
Tho man who was responsible for
every home, because nobody can make
to Tourists.
working out these details of cost of or
a mistake by having a good kidney
dlnary trltlos In railroad language was
flushing any time. Adv.
The longest Alpine railroad In exsomething of an economist. He had
the Idea thut waste in t rides had some istence will run from Brieg, near th
Not Supplying the Two.
thing to do with the high cost of rail' Italian border, to Dlsentls and will
The Angry Ono For two cents I'c
The monthly requl- thus connect the former with the knock your block off!
road operation.
Millon for supplies of a trilling nature Federal Swiss lines, Beginning at the
The Calm One Well, you won't gel
reached the huge sum of $25,000, or end of the Klmplon tunnel, at 2.200 your working capital from me.
level,
year, and he forthwith de feet above sea
$:!(in.ooo
this remarkable
road passes directly over the Saint CArc
cided to cut down the cost.
(tin cm ouiio
After figuring out the freight haul Oothard tunnel us a surface road
DARKENS
YOUR GRAY HAIP
age of the different iti ins, he offered at 4.700 feet above sea level and rises
rewards ranging from $100 to $10 to at one point to 7,100 foet. With a
every station agent who showed the branch of an existing road, the new Look Yeara Younger! Try Grandma'l
Recipe of Sags and Sulphur and
greatest annual saving of general sla- line will connect Brleg with Saint
Nobody Will Know.
He paid out $500 In HorlU, between which points dally
lion supplies.
prises, and cut the requisitions down run will be made each way and afAlmost everyone knows that Sage
ford tourists a route of surpassing
$25,11110 the first year. Tho second year
the requisitions for lead pencils beauty through the hitherto remote Tea and Sulphur properly compoundbrooms, lump chimneys, lanterns, coal and little known region of the upper ed, brings bark the natural color and
lustre to the hair w hen faded, streaked
shovels, waste and pails decreased so Rhone and past the headwaters of th
or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
generally that the suspicion was upper Rhine. Scientific American.
scalp and stops falling hair.
Years
aroused that many of the agents worn
ago the only way to get this mixture
Extending Us of Wireless.
buying their own supplies in order to
was to make it at home, which is
For many year F. II. Mlllener,
get In on soma of the priie awards.
engineer of the I'nton Pa- raussy and troublesome.
At one lime railroad economy genNowadays we simply ask at any
erally meant laying off a few men, cut cific railroad, has been working on
ting wages of others, and postponing wireless telephone apparatus for di- drug store for "Wyeth's Sngn and Sulwith moving phur Hair Remedy." You will get a
the purchase of much needed new rect communication
equipment aud rolliifg stork. In the trains. He announce that bis plans lnrge bottle tor ubout CO cetits. Everybody uses this old, famous recipe, beend thia sort of economy resulted In have been completed and a satisfacmore Inefficient service, grumbling and tory system hits been developed where- cause no ono can possibly tell tbut
strikes, and deterioration of trucks, by he is able to talk with a moving you darkened your hair, as It does It
roadbed and general equipment. Soon train 100 miles away from the wire- so naturally and evenly. You dampen
a sponge or soft brush with it and
er or later the railroad had to pay for less transmitting station.
draw this through your hair, taking
a policy that was about as economical
ono suiull strand at a time; by morn-- j
Cost of Locomotive.
as killing the old goose that laid the
It is impossible to state definitely lug tbe gray hair disappears, and
golden eggs.
tho cost of a locomotive, as they vary after another application or two, your
so greatly In slue and specification. hair bt jomes beautifully dark, thick
An Impression of Gorky.
class, and glossy and you look years younger.
"Once when I was singing In Nljnl One of the small
early in the mrrnlng," said Chaliaplne, used for yard shunting and similar Adv.
Russia's greatest singer, "I looked out light service, costs about $15,000 or
The Chances.
and saw (lorky standing at a window $20,000, while one of tbe huge,
"Do you think the chances of I lie
pusseiigttr locomotives, known
In the same hotel, and gazing silently
over the city. The sun was shining on to the drivers as "hogs," might range hobble skirt are promising?"
"I think they are very slim."
the towers of the churches, over the from $1GO,00 to $2uo.fli)0.
silver liver and turning the roofs red.
Important to Mother
Credit for Lord Lister.
'You arn up early,' I said. 'Teg,' he
Examine carefully every boitle ot
Sir Frederick Treves I said to huve CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy
answered. 'Come In my room for a
foi
Lister won the
moment' When ! reached his window stated that
Infants and children, and see tbat it
war, and certainly ihe sta
I saw that he had tears In his eyes,
Pears tbe
Ixiok.' he tistics revealed a surgical triumph Signature
and I did not understand.
said to me, 'how beautiful It Is. Just over wounds and Inflammations that
when a small nation In I'se For Over 30 Years.
the world and not a human being any- was
fighting
was
large
one. As an ex- Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori
a
hnninnlty
tins
made
which
where. The
Its gods and its laws, built Its houses ample of the aseptic alid antiseptic
What has become of tho
and Its churches, all asleep and help- pluna follow ed It Is reported thut w hen
man who used to predict the
any
Japanese battleship was going
less as children, powerless to change
weather with a goose bone?
Into action the men were ordered to
or adjust nil this that It has made.'
"He spoke very softly and very take a bath In disinfectant and to
own nitrnoisT wi.i. rri.t. toti
fur
Wrnk. Whiti
!:,
sweetly, and for the moment he wear clean boiled underclothing, thus Font
Kjv
Kti.ii1. No Mimnini:
ntitl l.rainiutrit
and easy IllNt Kyh ..UliTt. Wrho fe aMk of tlm Kti
seemed to me tho most perfect human Insuring tbe cleanliness
fcy
oiall
Cu. Cblriiht.
Murln
fro...
being in the world. Truly one of Rus- healing of possible wounds, and a or
quick
of
healthy
to
return
genius."
activ
the
From
mn
sia's flowers of
.Van Ib made of dust which may nc
service.
Craftsman.
mint for his wauling the earth.
fifty-cen-

food-reme- mber

e

Hevc-ru-

table-spoonf-

j

r

tca

two-wh- eel

Russo-Japanes- e

KVw-d-

on Farm Should
Btby 8oil
Those Who Desire

the

II

Deep
iHy A. J.

DAIRY

IN

Dairyman Who
Product From On
Neglects His Utenuil Will 8poil
Output of Hundred Good

On.

(Uy MILI.liH FUHVIS.)
If dairymen could be taught to think
of the personal factor In the dairy

busiuess, the quality of the dairy
products of this country would Improve nt once. The quality of tho
products of any given creamery ol
butter factory depends on the quality
of the poorest crenm or milk that is
received at that factory to a considerable extent.
If among the patrons there Is one
who neglects to keep bis milk thing!
clean, who falls to properly clean his
hand separator, who allows his milk
to absorb foul odors, the product ol
that farm will affect the products ol
all the well managed farms that cell
to the same factory.
One unclean dairy will spoil the pro
duct of a hundred good ones. It would
seem that a law compelling unclear,
dairymen to Improve their methods ii
the only solution.
I visited
a creamery in Illinolf
where a method had been adopted

TUM
I

DRY LAND POTATOES
Be Selected
Success-Pl-

OelrW-hs- .

H.

Hal

- aT--

0

'

limn

FREE FROM DANDRUFF

ow

as Possible.
P.)

The man who desires success In
potato raising should select the best
land on his farm for this crop. In the
preparation of the soil, backsetting is
best, if possible. The sod should be
double disked as early as possible In
the spring and harrowed after each
rain aa soon as dry enough to handle.
If tho weather Is favorable, the potatoes should be planted as soon as
possible after the 20th of April.
Oct good, clean, homegrown seed,
free from scab. I advise soma early
variety; the Early Ohio is good. If
possible, cut the seed potato so as to
have but one eye to a section. When
ready to plant, plow I at least six
inches) and drop the polntoes into
every fourth furrow. If furrows are
narrower than 12 inches, drop seed
Into every fifth furrow or so that the
rows arj about our feet apart. Drop
one piece of seed potato In a placo,
averaging about fifteen to twenty
Inches apart.
If one desires extru fine potatoes,
the ground should be plowed as deep
as possible, and the potuto seed covered not less than six inches.
As soon as through planting, the
land should be harrowed, and burrowing should not be neglected ufler rains
until the potatoes are five or six
Harrowing should be
inches high.
done each time in a direction opposite
to the lust previous harrowing. After
the potatoes are up six Inches, Ihe
harrow should be discurded and the
cultivator used after deep rain until
the plants are In bloom. The first cultivation should be deep, but subsequent cultivations should be us shallow as possible to give resultsthat
is. kill the weeds and keep the mulch.
of the ripening plant
Cultivations
should not be so close to the' plant
as In early growth.
The cultivator will always leave
some weeds near the plants. These
should bn cut nut carefully, but the
land should never be "hilled up," as
the plants do much better with leveled
land.
Potatoes ran he produced on sod
land lr dropped Into the furrow of the
breaking plow, provided the land is
soft or sandy; but with heavy soil the
land should be broken at least three
inches deep mid then chopped up with
a disk. After disking It should be
plowed about live Inches deep and the
j
potutoes dropped Into the furrow.

i
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Girlsl Beautify Your Halrl Maks It
8oft, Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
th Moiat Cloth.

Try aa you will, after an application
Dauderine, you cannot find a single
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you ee now hair.
One and downy at first yes but really new hair growing all over thu
Of

scalp.

A little Danderine Immediately double the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy. Just moisten a cloth with
and carefully draw it
Danderine
through your hair, taking ono small
strand at a time. The effect is im-

mediate. and amazing your hair wilt
be light, fluffy and wavy, and huve an
appearance of abundance; an incomparable luster, softness and luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer or true
bair health.
Oet a 25 cent bottle of Knowllou's
Danderine from any store and prove
thut your hair is a pretty and soft
as any that it ha bten neglected or
injured by carelea
all. Adv.

treatmenttint's

Unnecessary Effort.
Ills Wife Thl paper says an army
of 100,000 men has wrecked a railroad
in Itelglum.
Railroad Mngnate What a waste of
A board
of five directors
energy!
could have done It Just a thorough
ly.-l.-

lfe.

THE PROFE8SOR'8

8TATEMENT.

Prof. Aug. F. W. Schmltz, Thomas,
troubled with
Oklu., writes: "I
years.
Ilackache for about twenty-fivWhen told I bad rtrlghf Dlseare in
Its last stnges,
tried Dodd's Kid
ney Pills. A'tet
using two boxes I
was somewhat relieved and 1 stopped the treatment.
In tho spring ol
the next year
bad another at
Prof. Schmltz.
tack. I went for
Dodd'a Kidney Pills and they relieved
me again. I used three boxes. Thai
Is now three years ago and my Hack
'sOIL MULCH OF IMPORTANCE ache has not returned In Its severity,
and by using another two boxes a lit
tie later on, the pain left altogether
Dry Farmer Must Remember That Hi
and I have had no trouble since. You
Champion English Shorthorn Cow.
may use my statement I recommend
Success Depends Upon Degree to
Which He Prevents Wsste.
which seemed to work effectively
Dodd's Kidney Pills when and wher
ever I can." Dodd's Kidney Pills, ROc
There were three creameries In the
So vitally important is n permanent
per box nt your dealer or Dodd's Medl
same town. The one 1 visited I went
to see because It had the reputation soli niultii for the conservation for cine Co., riuffalo, N. Y. Adv.
of being the most particular one In the plant use of the water stored In the
state of Illinois. The owner absolute soil thut ninny attempts have been
The 8oft Coal Question.
ly declined to accept a can of milk made to devise means for the effective
"Is she blonde or brunette?"
cultivation of hind on which small
which was not In perfect condition.
"I don't know; I met her in I'itts
When the milk was delivered the grains and grasses are growing. In burgh." Philadelphia Public
butter maker was tbe sole Judge as to many places plants have been grown
its condition. 1 watched him take in In rows so tar aiart that a mr.n with Weeks'
Tablets
milk all one morning. As a can was a hoe could puss between them.
aud
Colds
rninedy
.or
guaranteed
A
as
method
has described thia
unloaded he lifted the lid, smelled ol
La Orlppe. Price 25c of your druggist.
(.'amp-bel- l
tbe contents and If be had any doubt practiced successfully In Tunis,
nothing else. Adv.
and others in America have pro- It's good. Take
about the quality he set It aside and
every
closed
be
drill
hole
posed
a
that
it was sent buck to the farm.
India In 1013 sent to the I'nltec
a path wide enough
) asked the owner It be did not lost three feet to form
K.:i studentb, and China sent
pull a Stnlos
to
in
and
to
travel
tor
a
horse
customer occasionally and he anspring-tootwith fi!4.
cultivator
large
swered that he did. He said that not
infrequently one of his customers be- teeth so spaced as to strike between
fle happy, t'ne Red Cross Bug Dlue:
came offended and took his milk to the rows of wheat. It Is yet doubtful much better than liquid blue. Dclighti
conditions,
one ot the other creameries and he whether, under average
tin- laundros. All xrocers. Adv.
such careful cultivation, at least of
was glad to have him do so.
gruin crops, is Instilled by the returns,
Pelng sorry for yourself doesn't e.n
The butter from the milk he took In
of high aridity or
list the sympathy of your neighbois
was sold to a single Chicago firm and ruder conditionsof
is low,
moisture
soil
where
the
store
the receipts were divided among the s
ch treatment frequently stands bepatrons of the creamery, on a
tween crop success and luilure, and it
basis.
is not unlikely thut methods will be deThis method cf selection put every vised which will permit of the cheap
pntron on his guard. He knew that
aud rapid cultivation between the rows
the day he took in bud flavored milk of growing wheat.
Meanwhile, the
he was going to be cut out. Two or dry farmer must nlwuys remember
three of the patrons whose milk was that the margin under which he works
rejected the day I watched the deliv- Is small, and thut his success depends
ery took the rejection in good part, upon the degree to which he prevents Tell. How She Was Saved
Pink-ham- 's
saying they would find nut where the small wastes.
by Taking
trouble lay. One or two grumbled a
The conservation of soil moistureVegetable
j
little and took their milk back, but not depends upon the vigorous, uiireniit
one gave any Indication that he would ting, continuous stirring of the topsoll
j
Compound.
not be back the next day.
CiilUvafion! cultivation! and more cul
This putting the quality of the milk tivation! must be the war cry of the
Louisville, Ky " I think if moresuf-ferinrefusing
on a financial basis .and
lo dry farmer who battles against the
w" would take Lydia E.
suspiaccept If unless It was beyond
water thieves of an arid cllinule.
nnkham'a Vegeta
I
cion waa not highly ethical, but It
ble Compound they
seemed to accomplish its purpose. The
would enjoy better
'
us1
' health. I suffered
patrons were protected against un- EXCESSIVE BLOWING OF SOIL
cleanly methods and paid for taking
from a female troupains to furnish perfect milk. The Subject of Vital Importance to Many
ble, and the doctors
decided I had
hitter from this factory has made a Farmers Moving Dirt Acts Much
place for Itself and the careless or Intumorous growth
Like an Auger in Action.
competent dairyman has been put In
and would have ti
be operated upon
the place In which be belongs.
It Is only where there is excessive
but I refused as Idt
blowing of the soil that damugn oc
not believe in ODerafact that if
FALL FRESHENING IS BEST curs. It Is a
tiont I had fainting spells, bloated,
one run prevent the soil from startana couia nardly stand the pain in mj
ing on the windward side, the probArizona Expert Advise Havlnp Major- lem has been solved. When once the left side. My hnsband Insisted that 1
tTV
LvdlavR. PlnUham'a VnirhU
ity of Calves Dropped In Fall
wind begins to move the soil from the
Compound, and I am so thankful I did,
Scours Easier to Control.
w indward side of the field, the moving
am now a well woman. I sleep
dirt acts much like an uuger. woiktng for I
A' new settler who wishes to start ind twisting, loosening and lightening better, do all my housework and tales
In the dairy business asks when the the soil in front of It, until the wind lone walk. I never fail tn nraiu f ,vdl
culves should he dropped. Prof. (?. W. sweeps freely through or across the E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
Harnes, form adviser on live stock field, taking the loosened soil and my (fooa neajtfl." Mrs. j. m. KESCH,
service of the I'nlverslty of Arizona, Icuvluit the exposed roots to withe! 1900 West Broadway, Louisville, Ky.
Since we ffnarantm thmt all UKiwl
answers:
"When there Is a constant and die
demand for dairy products, it would
The movement of soli Is natural. Dials which we publish are genuine, is it
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
be advisable to have cows freshening
Until wind and water serve ns vehicle
all during the yenr. The majority of for the ctiiitimnil carrying ot dirt from Pinkham's Vegetable TomnnnnH
the culves should be dropped In the place to place. It would be quite Im- virtu to help these women it will help
fall. I'y Mirh an arrangement the possible to prevent absolutely the any omer woman who is suffering in a
culves would not he bothered with moveiiK nt of jtmIs, ' but it Is hy no like manner?
If you are ill do not dnc nlnnir iinMI
fle, nnd scours Is easier to control means an impssibllit to prevent danan operation Is necessary, but at one
In the cool months; then by spring gerous movement.
take Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
they are large enough to go through
Compound.
the hot months ulthout slnckenlnK In
8klm Milk Fed to Young Pigs.
Vrlto to T.i.-UV.
growth, f'ows, when freshened In the
When e ki in milk Is fed to young
fall, will lnrrea
tVIr milk flow when pigs they should be slatted on it MeIIcIneCo(co..fl-lentlai)i.ni- l
gipen fields eonv out In eprliin, thcr-h- j gradually and it should always be fed Mas. Your letter w be opvned,
rend and answered by a woruao
Incri'Mii--- .
with a little meal aud other feed
ilie laeti.lli n period."
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The Clovis News Local and Personal
Tho News Printing Company
Publishers.

THE

Earl Bayless made a business

as second class hospital with rheumatism.
Mrs. F. S. Linley entertained
matter under the act of March
3. 1S79.
at Auction Friday afternoon.
rir.vi--

N. M.

;

Mrs. Ode Cain

TKRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Six Months

few friends

Mrs. Susie Mersfelder is

the formal "open-ino- "
Elephant Butte
dam, the biggest irrigation project ever undertaken by the
reclamation service of the Uni
ted States, will be celebrated
by all New Mexico and Texas.
President Wilson has signified
his intention of attending the
if possible.
ceremonies
May

of the

The west has always had its
troubles. To use the language
of the eastern pessimist, there
has been just one blankety-blan- k
thing after another for
the past sixty years, but in all
the trials, hardships and the
sufferings which western people have had to undergo, there
have been few words of repining. This unconquerable spirit
of the West is the best product
of the union.

BANK

The Model Grocery

of

vis-

iting relatives in Canyon City,

Next

"AT

Mrs. R. A. Cameron and family have returned from Harris-buris ill

at
O.

S. A.

V. Morrison.

Swift's Premium Bacon, per lb. by the strip
Swift's Premium Hams, per pound

JONES, President

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

Rogers 1847 Silverware at

Barry Hardware Co.
The 29th and 30th are dates

Bear Brand Sorghum, per bucket

of the County Teachers' Association which will be held in
Clovis.

U. S.
Government
Depository

T. L. Spears returned the
latter part of the week from
Portales where he has been on

business.
Rev. J. W. Hendrix and wife
of Far well spent a couple of
days in Clovis the latter part of
the week.

for
Postal
Savings

We acknowledge a call from

E. Elmore, journalist and
printer. Mr. Elmore will make
Clovis his home.
The Texas State Bank, of
Farwell, is a Guaranty Fund
Bank. What's better for the
A.

farmer.
Mrs. John Anderson is here
from Mountain View. Okla., vis'
iting her sinter, Mrs. Henry
Mitchell.

1.35

Cottolene, large size bucket

g,

Miss.

the home of her mother, Mrs.

$3.50
.95

American Lady Flour, per hundred
Swift's Jewel Compound, large size

Clovis,
New Mexico

Texas.

Mrs. Carl Hamilton

f
tar

-

Thurs-

$1.00 day afternoon.
50c

The Santa Fe announces t hat
its "Chicago Flyer will pass
early next
Clovis
throueh
month and thereafter will form
a prominent unit in its regular
train service. The old Santa
Fe is there with the goods and
we owe her loyalty for putting
and keeping Clovis on the
Southwest map.

NATIONAL

entertained a

at her home

SPECIALS

SPEGIALS

FIRST

trip to Muleshoe, Thursday.
Engineer Ed Nye is ill at the
Entered at the post office at

Farmer Jones Syrup, per bucket
No. 3 Regal Tomatoes, per can

.10

Grayson's Soap, 20 bars

.25

Flower Bud Toilet Soap, 12 bars

.35

Rio Coffee, 7 pounds

1.00

Sugar,

1.00

1

7 pounds

Corn Meal, 17
OUR MOTTO IS

Our officers will be pleased
to advise with you regarding any investment matters
and to explain any banking
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

.30
.20
.50
.50

1--

2

.40

pounds

"LARGE SALES AND SMALL PROFITS"

THESE PRICES GOOD UNTIL FEBRUARY FIRST.

The Model Grocery

Miss Nellie Carter, of Portal
Speaking of high salaries of es. spent the week wkh her sis
county officials reminds us that ter, Mr. . H. Robinson.
B.
the salary of a county commisW. H. Land, of Fort Sumner
sioner in Union county has the
here on business, Monday.
salary of the governor of the was
C. A. Gay, of Grady, was in
state skinned by ten dollars
town Saturday.
day on the basis of allowing the
Sam Holland,
who spent
governor 312 working days to
What is better than a UniverDo you know where to cull
Fergusson Ready to Dis
with relatives in
the year and a Union county Christmas
Coffee
sal
Percolator
for
for
wife?
first class cleaning and
New
tribute Seed to
has
returned home
commissioner 30 actual work- Texas
Let us show them to you.
pressing.
We advise you to
Mexico Farmers.
ing days to the year which is again.
Barry Hardware Co.
call Duncan & Rider, Phone 96.
about the average. Still we
The Store that Stays
J15-FIt's better to be safe than Checking accounts are inA letter received from Con
have heard no objection to pay satisfied. Texas State Bank of
vited in any amounts and
gressman Harvey B. Ferguson
ing our Commissioners each i Farwell. The Guaranty Fund
absolute safety is afforded
announces
that his quota of
Balary of $800 a year, notwith Bank.
every dollar.
vegetable
allotted to mem
seed
standing, there was a time in
R. F. Pixley and daugh
Mrs.
by the depart
congress
bers
of
Union county when he receiv
.
returned
ter
home Thursday
i
i
is now
ment
agriculture
Insurance, Abstracts, Bonds, Rentals
of
ea a salary or only fcJUU.UU a
and
Colorado
and that he will
The many friends in Clovis available,
year. The governor of the from Kansas
"Prompt and Dependable Service''
state receives a little over $16 where they have been visiting of George S. Janes will sympa- be glad to send a package,
CLOVIS.
NEW MEXICO.
thize with him in the loss of his as long as the supply lasts, to
a day for actual working days during the holidays.
Mr.
will
Bend
every
person
who
following
from the
in the year while a Union
Rev. Lewis of Arkansas, de wife, aa per
Ferguson his or her name and
county commissioner receives a livered a splendid lecture at the Roswell News:
address. It is not possible, Mr.
Janes,
of
wife
Anna
"Mrs.
little over $26 a day for similar Methodist church last Sunday
Ferguson
writes, to designate
engineer
George
on
S.
Janes,
an
service. For goodness
evening
on the subject of
sake
All those Hair Cuts, Shaves and Baths at the
the Santa Fe, died at her home just what kind of seed will be
don't forget about "high salwill
package
each
but
sent,
Virginia
avenue, .last
800 N.
aries for county officials. The
Hand Painted China at real night at 8:45 the end coming contain four or five different
song is beautiful
although it cut prices.
E. K. Sharett, Prop.
peacefully.
She was uncon- - varieties suitable to the climate
may be the plaintive notes of
All that the name implies.
Barry Hardware Co.
cious when the soul departed in which they are to be grown.
the swan. -- Clayton Citizen.
We regret to Jearn of the se from the mortal body. She
The Home Paper.
illness of Mrs. O. B. was 38 years of age and leaves
rious
Curry County Progress.
Dickey, who suffered a stroke her husband and a little 10- David R. Fran
Settlers around
girl. They came to cis of Missouri once said the fol
Clovis are of paralysis and is now criti year-olnot worrying about the war in cally ill at her home
in west Roswell eight years ago for the lowing of newspapers: "Each
Is better prepared than ever for all kinds of MILL
Europe or the high cost of liv- Clovis.
benefit of Mrs. Janes health. year the local paper gives from
We now have a large Crushing Machine
WORK.
ing. Every farmer has his celpast
years
four
For the
she has
and a Large New Motor and can thrash and chop
Mr. J. F. Orr brought to been an invalid. Before her $500 to $1,000 in free lines to
lar well filled with home prethe community in which he is
you a load or crush and grind at the same time.
served fruits, fresh apples, town probably the largest hog death, she gave instructions as
No other agency can
located.
We will do your thrashing for eight cents. All
brought
ever
Clovis.
into
The
to the arrangements of the fu or will do this. The editor, in
pumpKins,
squash, potatoes
.
nm
other work in proportion.
Telephone 70.
ana vegetables of all kinds. nog weigns 000 ids ana was neral. The funeral will likely
proportion to his means, does
With plenty of milk, butter, sold to Mr. Sanders who will be held from the Dilley pa rlors
town than any ten
eggs and chickens and fat hogs ship it to Fort Worth.
tomorrow afternoon. Rev. Ellis more for his
fairness he ought
in
and
men,
lorpork, these settlers are in It s always policy to keep Smith, pastor of the Southern
position to laugh at the
outside your money where you can get Methodist Episcopal church in to be supported not because
world. With the high price of accommodations, we are taking charge. Burial will be made in you like him or admire his writ
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
flour, the farmer is now
ings, but because the local paper
enabled care of our old customers and South Park.
to do without this article by us- are in position to take on some
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
is the best in vestment a commuing a meal made on the farm new ones, Texas State Bank
Clovis, New Mexico.
Clovis Woman' Club.
nity can make.
It may not be 112 2 South Main St
from kaffir corn and feterita of Farwell.
The members of the Clovis' brilliantly edited or crowded
one of the staple crops of this
Clyn Smith returned last Woman. s Club were delightfulDr.
county.
with thought, but financially it
This corn is ground
by the housewife in the family week from Kansas City where ly entertained at the home of is of more benefit to the commuhe spent the holidays pleasantly Mrs. J. T. Stalker, Tuesday afcoffee mill and then
used as by meeting friends, and profita- ternoon. A study in the Bay nity than the preacher or teacha pone or C(jrn tread. Manv
me, I do not
of the farmers use it as as a bly in visiting large hospitals View Reading Course wa the er. Understand
topic
report
All
for
and
otherwise
discussion.
improving his
mean mentally, and yet. on morbreakfast food, cooking it like
&
pleasant
in
profitable
r
a
time
and
after
Jtr
to
him
aid
in his
al questions you will find most
treum o: u neat. It also makes
noon
profession.
with
their hospitable of the papers on the right side.
dandy
cakes and when used
hostess.
line
See
our
of useful va lue.
WItn ll..:i.,..m;,(j sorghum
the editors of the local
The next meeting will be
for housekeeping.
lasses in k (.3 a
Day Phone 14.
Night Phone 33.
worth
held on Tuesday, Feb. 2nd at editors do most for the least
5
Darry Hardware Co.
whfle.
on
people
X3RSB&3HinS8B2XQ
Mrs.
any
earth."
money
of
Carroon.
The Store that Stays.

Make The

A.

Austin, Proprietor

Phone 29.

First National

Bank

Your Bank

5.

BAKER BROS. AGENCY

GOING FAST! BETTER HURRY!
SANITARY

SANITARY

?

1

...

THE OLD CLOVIS MILL

d

I

BARBER SHOP

a

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
1--

Q

V. STEED

Undertaker
Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery

To-da- y

PROFESSIONAL

Lone Prairie Items
(Too late for last week)
Mr. Phillips is on the sick

list

Will Robison is very
with cold this week.

poorly

Nevins returned from
Oklahoma Saturday, where he
has been visiting:.
Miss Myrtle Parish, who went
to Clovis to have her eyes treat
ed, is reported not much better
Tha jvniinc arnffinlo
r pnirwprl i
social evening at Mr. Larue'
Friday and had candy galore.
Mr, and Mrs. A. McQuality
and son. Howard, 'and Mrs.
Charles Justus and children were
visitors a t the Phillips home
Sunday.
The Sunday School at Prairie
Valley surprised
Miss Grace
Larue Sunday by all going home
with her to her bachelor quart
ers for dinner.
The smoke of the thresher can
be seen on all sides, but takes a
long time to get in this neighbor
Mr.

'yf

o

"

hood.

(This week)
We had quite a snow Friday

With the above motto in view, it is needless to say our
sales up to this time have been QUITE A SUCCESS.
Notwithstanding we have heretofore been able to offer our customers
the best in both ''Price" and "Quality" we are again
before you with another

SWEEPING CUT IN PRICES!
Sale Begins Saturday, Jan. 23rd

HALF

Note our Sweeping Cut in Stylish

California looking
claim, near here.
(a

.

nniiinor

after

his

day.
Mrs.
Rum-baug-

h,

Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
Clovis,
New Mexico.

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postoffice

D. L. Connell, M. D.
Physician & Surgeon
OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

LAWYER
New Mexico.

Clovis,

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.
Phone 89.
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.

Ov.r Flint N.tloul Buk,
Offlc. Phon. 1M.

KaildanM

Clovis,

of

lb.

Pboa. t.

New Mex.

D. D.

Swearingin

Ana of

Dn. PrwUr
of Roawatl

8wkrtn.ia

will be in Clovis from the 10th
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

THE PLACE-- O

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Office aver Skidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
lovis,

home.
Mildred and Hobart Rork took

dinner at the Marks home, Sunday.
J. B. Lute9 is at the hospital
for treatment this week.
J. L. Moore was a Clovis visitor Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Miss Ada Stahl taught
school for him Monday.
Mrs. C. II. Westfall and Mildred Rork spent Wednesday at
The literary society will meet
the Jones home.
The Basket Ball Teams are one week from Saturday night
planning for a game at Melrose Jan. 30. A srood program will
be rendered and everybody in- Saturday.
Miss Curtis Boyd and Mrs. ited.
New officers were elected at
O'Hara were at Clovis Sunday.

Main St.

.DOT

L. A. Dickman,

m. d.
...Physician & Surgeon...

Phone No. 210.

Opposite Postoffice.
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LEE HAZELWQOD
DRAY AND TRANSFER LINE
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

DENTIST

the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and ritting Glasses.

Kabo Corsets and the Fownes Gloves
O-REMEMBE- R

E, M. Cfia pman

Physician & Surgeon
Special attention to diseases of

Remember also that we have the Famous

Claud Itsms
The week old infant son of
C. V. Kelly died Sunday morning and was buried Monday.
H. J. Stahl was in Clovis Monday.
Mrs. Fred James has been sick
for several days.
Mrs. M. Pipkin visited with
the Misses Jones Wednesday.
Miss Vandever, from Cameron,
is working at the C. V. Kelly

2G9

DR. A. L. DILLON

Formerly $10.00 Skirts Now $5.00
Formerly 5.00 Skirts Now $2.50
Formerly 2.50 Skirts Now $1.25
Ladies' Waists from 25 Cents Up.
Good Sweaters at 25c 50c and 75c.

. j
at Mr. McCurrv's Sun

Mrs. McQuality and
Phillips visited with Mrs.
Thursday.

Up-to-Da- te

Ladies' Skirts

Missouri.
Mr. McCurry ishavingtrouble
with his wind mill, which make9
hard work for cold weather.
Mr. Colebeck is back from

Opposite Postoffice
Residence

Office Phone 231

W. A. Gillenwater

PRICE

-

Office in Jackson Bldg.

Office Phone 146, Res Phone 326

ALL SUITS AND COATS
ABSOLUTELY CUT TO

Butchering seems to be the
order of the day in this neigh

sponse to a telegram, stating
had been
that her brother-in-lakilled in a train wreck in Washington and the funeral would be
at Sarcakie, Mo., the home of
his parents. He was conductor
on the train, but the particulars
have not been learned.
Mr. Phillips has filled two
orders for sudan grass seed in

Physician and Surgeon

5 "Quality First and Price Next"

light.
borhood.
Mrs. Charles Justus left for
Sarcakie, Mo., Sunday in re-

Dr. J. B.Westcrfield

OUR MOTTO

this week.

Washington Sunday School for
They are: C. H.
the year.
Westfall, Supt; A. M. Works.
Asst. Supt, ; Moss Boyd, Secretary; Mildred Rork, Treasurer.
Mrs. Jesse Trimble visited
with Mrs. Robert Quiggle one
day last week.
Mr. Roberts was home Sunday
and Monday.
Miss Ina Works and J. L.
Moore called on Ada Stahl Sunday afternoon.

Residence Phone 321

Cap Rock Items
people are very busy
threshing in this neighborhood
and have been since the snow
disappeared. Grain is making
from 35 to 70 bushels per acre.
It looks like prosperity to see
thrashers at work within five
miles of each other.
Sunday School every Sunday
The

...K. C. BARBER SHOP...
SNELL1NGS & GREENWOOD, Props.
A Clean, Sanitary Shop with Best Fixtures in the City.
Shining Stand.
Hot and Cold Daths.
NEW MEXICO.
CLOVIS.

at

Independence

Office opposite
Office

phone

Antlers Hotel

53.

....

Res.

219.

...I ALSO FIT GLASSES..,
Clovis,
New Mex.

Walker's Market

Miss Ata Appleman, of Clovis,
N. M., visited at the J. S. Edfor all kinds of
There has been several lobo wards home in Slaton from SatMeats and Produce
Monday. Miss
wolves seen in this country. urday
Appleman
on
is
a
deal
the
for
123.
Phone 123.
Phone
Trappers ought to get busy.
purchase of a quarter section of
A Literary Society was organiland one mile west of Slaton. It
zed at Liberty Bell School House is her intention to improve the
W. J. Barker, of Santa Fe, is

the

School

House.

until

last Saturday night
The people living North o f
Hollene regret that they are
proving such a source of annoyance to the people on the road to

land and put it under cultivation.
Her brother will farm it Miss
Appleman is assistant postmaster at Clovis. Slatonite.

in the city representing the government in a couple contest
cases which are set before Com
mis8ioner Wm. J. Curren.

Texico.

Geo.

Parrish went to Clovis

Wednesday to take his daughter,
Myrtle, to an eye specialist at
that place. Miss Myrtle, who
has been having serious trouble
with her eyes, will probably remain under treatment for fifteen
days. J. C, Mosher accompanied
Mr. Parrish to Clovis.
Melrose
Dairyman Farmer.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

,''

THE CLOVIS NEWS

"Nothing wind too fresh.
Kak
reference to th rlfl of which they
on th soft aid of A
yourself
ky'
had despoiled th victim of th
plank bar. Ill land you a kick In
"Hers,"
th slats when so minded or whan
"Then let' go to Ht Qrve way!" It' your trick at tn wheel"
With a chuckle, Alan obediently
dozen lusty stroke brought them
alongside the schooner, and a th
stretched himself out on th deck.
dory scraped the waist of th larger
"I ay Law!"
"WU?"
vessel th two young men dropped
"You seem pretty May In your mind
oar, rose, and seizing th low gunwales, lifted themselves to th deck. about this young woman below. To
Nothing opposed them; th deek was ma, she's th came that tried to send
Ignorant of other footstep than their me to Davy Jones' locker. How doe
sh explain her presence aboard?"
own, th schooner as silent a only
"Much as I surmised," Alan replied.
becalmed ship can be.
Without further consultation, Alan "I fancy they chloroformed her while
led quickly aft and down the compan-lonwa- sh slept in that hotel in Portland.
to the cabin, where a dim light Whether or no, Rose woke up In a
burned a smoky lamp twinging In closed motor car bound and gagged,
gimbals above a cluttered table.
of course and was brought aboard at
Of th two stateroom door on dis- Gloucester about midnight."
"Simple when you know how," Barclosed an empty cabin, the other waa
cus commented. "Of course, I always
locked.
Trying the handle roughly, Alan did say that trutb wa a stranger to
fancied he heard a sound within. Paus- fiction. Cuddle down, now, and I'll
ing, he called, with a thrill of fearful talk you insensible."
hope:
Ills accents already merging in with
"Hello, in there!"
the swish of the 'longslde wave, th
The respone was cry of incredulous bubbling of the wake, and the many-tonecomposite voice of the ship In
delight: "Alan!"
like a cloud
By way of answer Alan hurled him- - being, unconsciousness

ay
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"And my susceptibility to the charms
of the
sex," Mr. Barcus
corrected. "Nothing can ever restore
my lost faith In gentle woman's gentleness. When you brought that young
woman aboard
I thought
butter
wouldn't melt in her mouth, and for a
while I actually contemplated doing
her the kindness of tipping you over
Into th drink, so' sh could lavish
her tender affection on a regular guy,
someone able to appreciate her mean
ing me, of course. And first thing I
know, she up and point a gun at my
head and tip me overboard, and then
make a pretty bonfire out of my
aallboat. And all the excuse you can
produce la that sh' craxy in the
Well, who said she wasn't?
head!
Any woman who would consent to
elope with you I a fit subject for a
commission de lunatlco lnqulrendo, all
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CHAPTER

XIV.

A Doublr Eacapa.
On Nanset Beach. In the shank of

a

raldaumtner night, two men sprawled
.on tha sands, tome dlstanoe back from
the water, and listened to tha heavy
tbumplDK of their overtaxed heart,
and panted.
Now and again one would lift hi
head and "tare out over the black fao
of the water at a little line of reddish flamei about a mile off shore, all
that remained to witness to the fact
that, an hour since, theae two had
been In command of aa trim a small
schooner as ever ventured the coastwise trip from Portland to New York.
As far out again Rhone the starboard light of a becalmed schooner,
whose people had been directly responsible for the disaster which bad overtaken the smaller vessel.
In tha course of time, beginning to
breathe with more ease, one of the
two marooned gentlemen eald:
"Tell me. Barcus. what's the nearest symptom of civilization?"
"Chatham village," said Mr. Barcus,
"six miles to the no'th'ards. and cut off
by an Inlet a mile or go wide at that."
Mr. Uw groaned soulfully.
"Then there's the lighthouse on
Mononioy point," Mr. Barcus pursued,
"three miles to the south."
Mr. Law said nothing whatever to
this.
"Of course." his companion reflected
norosely, "this hud to happen In mid- -

you, and I'm sorry I Interfered."
"There's gratitude for you!" Mr.
Barcus remarked bitterly. "I risk my
life for you, and you won't even let
me talk about It!"
"It isn't your talking I mind It's
the everlasting; noise you make," Mr.
Law explained. "Besides listen!"
For a moment the two maintained
attentive silence.
i
A silken wbleper troubled the
lence, a little flutter of sound from far
Gradually it gath
across the waters
ered volume, became recognizable as
the lisp of cautious oars.
"I'm going away from here," Mr.
Barcus announced guardedly, and gath
ered his legs under him preparatory
to rising.
"Half a second," Alan Law insisted
rising In turn and grasping the other
by the arm. "They've got to land
havent they? and leave the boat
while they look for us. Well, then
what's to prevent our hiding tn the
dune and ?"
In the next breath.
out!" he
shrieked.
With no warning whatever, and
within fifty feet of them, a ghastly
flare broke out In full blaze on the
surface of the water, revealing the
shape of a dory which had drawn In
unseen under cover of the profound
darkness, and at the same time disthe two
covering to Its occupant
startled figures on the beach.
Before they could etlr the weird
light glimmered on a polished weapon
in the bow of the boat, a spiteful
tongue of reddish flame spat out, a
bullet sang between Messrs. Law and
Barcus, and with a sad thud of disappointment burled itself In the sauds of
bluff behind them.
the wave-eateLike twin automatons stirred to action by the report, the two turned and
pelted off down the beach, to escape
that deadly area of Illumination.
Other shots sped after tbem, but
none was so well aimed, and presently,
finding a break In the bluff, they
swung off Into the grateful shelter of
dunes.
the
Meantime the dory had grounded ou
the beac h, and its several occupants-fo- ur
or five of them, all men. apparently-Jumping
out, set off In pursuit
of the fugitive, following the tracks
In the sand.
The blackness or the night, however, conspired with the eavage labyrinth of the dunes to save Alan and
his companion.
while
Within another five minutesstill the pursuit floundered and blasphemed at random a round quarter-milto the south- - Mr. Law and Mr.
Itarcus were noiselessly squirming on
their bellies, like two snakes In the
,
t
up the bin k of a
And presently from Its brow
bluff.
they looked down on the spot where
the dory lay. only Its bow out of water,
its stern afloat, under armed guard.
Very slowly and stealthily Alan got
to his feet and swung hark over his
shoulder a heavy cluh of driftwood.
A match spluttered
beside the dory
and flamed in the still air, relieving
with Its reddish glow a bronsed and
evil visage.
Thn guard puffed fast and had the
tobacco well aglow when the sky took
advantage of his trustfulness and fell
upon him like an avalanche.
Simultaneously Alan and Barcus descended the face of the bluff In two
miniature landslides, dug themselves
out, and by the time the dased and
disarmed guard had sufficiently recovered to ery out for help the dory we
a hundred yards off the beach and
making excellent time in the direction
of that lonely green light.
The commonest precautious, however, inn ile them pause and rest upon
their oars while yet a little way from
their goal.
Only an ominous silence rewarded
the utmost efforts of their straining
senses; no sound was audible other
than the gontle whine of an ungreased
block; nothing was visible beyond the
sinister glare of that almost stationary
green lantern.
"What think?" Barcus Inquired In
a dubious undertone.
"No telling," Alan replied in th
same manner. "All a chance."'
"You've got that gun handy T" with
si--

night-wrappe-

With a Cry: Rossi"
summer! A month earlier we'd have
patrol to look to
had the
for protection. Rut the service la suspended in June and July."
A silence commenced eloquently on
this assertion, broken ouly when Mr.
Law voiced a thought bred of long and
malignant observation of the schoon-rgreen eye:
"I'd give a .teal to know who's
aboard that vessel. "
"You don't mean you think your reg
T"
ular young woman
kidnaped
"It's possible.
Judith
Ron in Portland. That's not so far
from Gloucester; a motor car could
have caught that schuoner bofor she
salted to waylay us, this morning. And
what better way to take care of an
girl you've
kidnaped than to ship her somewhere
by sea. In the care of trustworthy
hellions
"Don't ask me I've dona very little
kidnaping for one of my years "
"For tuppence," eald Mr. Law, "I'd
riu'd. a swim off to that boat and see
for myself."
Tor two million dollars I would
not!" Barcus affirmed with great decision.
A moment or so later the line of
little flame went out altogether and
unexpectedly; and thn owner of the
late Seaventure fancied he could hear,
even at that distance, the hiss of
charred and smoldering timbers sucked
under and drowned out.
"Exit." he announced plaintively,
"eiit Seaventure." with heroic gesture.
R. I. P. a gooii little hlp!"
"Ob. let up. can't you!" Mr. Law
exclaimed peevishly. "I'm sorrier than
you are and after nil, It's my loss;
I've got to buy you another boat AU
you've lost Is your temper."
g

s

r

-
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beach-grass-

ten-foo-

deep-throate-

their whereabout.
If there were anything still to be
feared from Judith and ber crew If,
for Instance, a Barcus had suggested,
they bad sought out one of the
stations on Nauset beach, appropriated Its power-drivelifeboat
and renewed th pursuit, If ever they
heard that horn there would beyond
question be the devil to pay!
The loneliness of his vigil was eventually relieved by the appearance on
deck of the woman Alan loved.
The tableau that greeted hbr vision aa
she emerged from the uompanlonway,
of the haggard, unshaven wretch at
the wheel and tha other who lay at hie
feet, where he had fallen, In a stupor
of fatigue, Instantly wrung from Kose
a little cry of solicitude. And she was
quick to do what little she could to
alleviate their discomfort. For Barcus
she fetched a pillow and blanket from
the cabin, and this one suffered her
ministrations without once rousing
from hla slumbers.
Then hastening
forward, she got the galley Ore going
and prepared a makeshift breakfast
lover.
for her
Warm food and hot coffee such as
they were lending a little tone to
Alan' spirits, he waa presently able
to discuss their situation with some
optimism.
Yet nothing could gloss
the fact that the problem confronting
litem was one whoee solution baffled
their utmost ingenuity one the simple
contemplation of which taxed their
courage and Intelligence to the extreme.
Ile summed up: "I can't see anything for It but father and Judith are
determined to have my scalp, and I'm
hanged If I can see how to protect myself without taking a leaf out of their
books. What I'm most afraid of is
may forget it's a
that some time
woman I'm defending myself against.
When a fellow's lighting for his very
life he can't always stop to calculate
the weight of hie blows."
The young man sighed, shook his
head, laughed uncertainly, and held
her closer to him. "Don't fear; I'll
find some way nut without Injuring
either of tbem. 1 promise you that!"
He sealed thn pledge upon her Hps.
And In that moment of their oblivion to the world from some point forward a muffled crash sounded simultaneously with the dull shock of a
collision with a smaller vessel, and a
strange voice cried out with sn accent of high exultation.
Before either Alan or the girl could
disengage the decks rang loud with a
rush of booted feet pounding aft.
The figures of the boarding party
were already taking shape through the
fog as Alan sprang toward the com
panlonway tn fetch thn rifle. And in
this action his feet slipped on planks
reasy with moisture deposited by the
v.n rcli urged atmosphere,
lie went down
wilh a stumbling thump, and an In- 'Unit la'er two men fell bodily upon
strong fellows In the
him- - active,
dress of fishermen
lie was suffered
In rise only as a prisoner, helpless In
i he
grasp of two pairs of powerful
hands.
He saw Marcus, rudely roused and
still dumb with sleepy confusion, In
no better rase Jerked to his feet and
held captive by two more fishermen.
A
fifth had taken charge of Rose,
clamping her wrists In the vise of
one big hand,
The sixth and sole other member of
'he boarding party, likewise In th
rou
ready garb of a fisherman,
as Judith Trine.
Down the side a heavy'
ground Its way astern, the loose end
of its painter slipping over the rail
even an Alan caught sight of It. (So
It seemed Barcus had guessed shrewdlife-savi-

right."
"It you inflicted any such monologue
a that on Judith," retorted Mr.
"I don't blame her for trying to slay

n

able-bodie-

d

oonoart of discordance
the
power bora of a eatboat crying th
d
warnlnc back to the
w Mat is of a coastwise steamship and
th Impertinent drumming of a motor-boa- t'
exhaust with th muffler rat
out.
Thla last boxed th compass, sounding now near, now far, though th complaint of other shipping diminished
in volume and died away in th distance, giving plac to other still, th
plutter-plutte- r
of that motor waa never
altogether lost; if at times it faded.
It seemed certain always to return in
even louder volume.
Vainly straining bis vision1" against
th blank pallor of the enoompassing
fog, Alan wondered, worried, dreaded I
starting
At irregular Interval,
from preoccupation, be would manipulate th brass pull on the wheel-box- ,
provoking the horn' stuttering blasts
of protest But the need for unremitting vigilance and exercise of the
failed none th less to reconcile
Alan to that blatant clamor which so
widely and so hideously advertised

j
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Now

and Agsin One Would Lift His Head.

self bodily against the door. At the
second Impact of shoulders backed by
a hundred and eighty pounds of solid
flesh and determination, th lock splintered away from Its socket, the door
flew open with a bang and Alan Into
the room with a cry: "Bose!"
His sweetheart met htm half way,
her arms uplifted, her countenance
transfigured.
And Mr. Barcus turned and slowly
ascended the companlonway, bis nose
wrinkled with misgiving.
"Blest If I know how he thinks he
can tell 'em apart," he remarked "Not
that I blame bitn for taking a cbance;
it wouldn't pain me any to And out
I'd kissed the wrong girl by mistake-n- ot,
that Is, unless she didn't care for
my technique.
"In that case," he allowed, "1 guess
th sequel would be apt to prove tolerable agonizing!"
Some ten minutes later a hail from
the deck broke the embrace of the
lovers:
- wind
I say
"Below there!

acomlng!"
"Rlght-o- !

'

...5

!!-

descended upon Alan's overwearied
faculties.
He woke mutinously, with a yawn
and a shiver in the gray of a tarnished
daybreak, to find that fog pressed
heavily upon the face of the waters, a
mist so thick that from the stern the
waist of the vessel was almost Invisible, the bows completely so.
Barcus stood over him, at the wheel,
fairly reeling with weariness, his eyes
In
blood thot, swollen, and
a face like a mask of fatigue.
"Can't keep this up much longer,"
he apologised thickly; "stood It about
aa long aa 1 can. Take your trick and
give me forty wink."
Grateful solicitude brought Alan Instantly to bis side, though be himself
was sluggish and stiff and sore In all
ht limbs.
"You're a brlrk!" he protested. "Why
didn't you call me sooner?"
"No good: I knew the way you
didn't That Is, I did until this accursed fog closed down a couple of
hours iigo. Now - fod knows where
half-close-

Half a minute!'1

But that stipulated delay wss several times multiplied before Alan
showed up on deck to find Harm
bending a laborious bark to the

pip-Htan-

"Lend a hand, can't you?" Harms
complained, blowing heavily. "I didn't
Interrupt your amours Just to get an
The sooner we get this
audience.
"
anchor
Alan checked him wilh a hand on
his arm. "What's that?" he demanded
In a tone tense with apprehension
The muffled running of a heavy-dutmarine motor drifted dnwn on the
wings of the sluggish wind.
"Don't ask me I'm afraid to guess!"
"But they couldn't possibly!"
"Since when did you set up to he
a Judge of possibilities ? Nothing probable ever happened to you In all your
yong life - 'e far's I can make out. As
for mp I know there are at least two
stations on Nauset, both
lifewith miHlern equipment--moto- r
boats and all; and nothing will ever
persuade me that pack of wolves
would stick at breaking In and ronlls
eating one of the ssmn. It's as likely
a not only more so. Our present
out of here
business la to get the h
and not advertise our exit, either.
Take that port light In and dowse it,
while I do the same by the starboard.
Then duck below, warn your Dulclnea,
and put out the cabin lamp. That way
If this blackness and our hull luck
only holds we may manage an evaIn---
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ly!

Th

Sixth Member of tha Boarding
Party Was Judith Trine.

sion!"
There followed an exceedingly busy
quarter of an hour for two constrained
In pitch darkness to grope their way
about the decks and familiarize them- -

with the Idiosyncrasies of a
Nevertheless, the
end of that period found the schooner
with canvas full and sheet taut, a
good easterly breeze abeam, swiftly
weaving a wake southwards the light
on Monomoy point watching her curiously from over the starboard beam.
"Hear anything more of that power
boat?" Alan asked. Joining Barcus by
the wbeeL
selve

strange

we are by uiy reckoning, somewhere
In Nantucket sound, went of Mono-

moy."
Grasping a small brass handle
affixed to the wheel box, he Jerked It
sharply three times, and the automatic
horn blared raucously a threefold response up forward.
"Keep that going," he begged,
"three blasts In a row and a minute
Interval -- and If thn devil takes care
of his own we may possibly escape being rrtn down."
With a sigh, relinquishing the wheel,
he collapsed upon th" deck and was
almost instuntly asleep.
The wind had fallen until barely
enough nlr stirred to keep way on the
vessel; site moved In silence, a spectral ship upon a spectral sea of long,
oily swell and the complexion of lead.
Hither and yon In the obscurity,
of other shipping sounded

two-mast- er

cutwater.

Someone aboard th schooner, with
th vote of a stentor, bellowed a terrified appeal:
"Stop your engines! Shut off your
propeller! Stop your"
Then, Ilk th wrath of Ood, th
steamship overwhelmed th lesser
ship; It bow seemed to slice through
th
schooner as a knife through,
cheese. And th two halves were fairly
driven under water by th frlghtfut
fore of th blow.
Thunder deafening him, Alan waa
hurled bodily through th air fully
twenty feet.
When he cam up be struck out at
random, blindly tormented by the
vision of Rose caught In the auok of
that gigantic wheel, drawn under,
crushed and mangled by th propeller
of th vast black bulk whoa flank waa
sliding past, like th face of a cliff,
ten yards behind hi shoulders.
Aware of several dark objects dotting the surface within a radius of
several yards, he swam for the nearest; the head waa a woman', th fao
turnod toward him, th fac of Rose.
He gasped wildly: "Keep oooll Don't
struggle!
Put one band on my shoulder and "
What happened then waa never quit
clear to him; he only knew that he
was forced to fight for hi very life
that the woman, aa soon a he cam
within reach, flung herself upon him
like some maddened animal, clutching
his throat, winding her limbs round
his, dragging him down and down.
Primitive instinct alone saved blra.
He remembered later, most vaguely,
the culmination of that duel beneath
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H caught an Instantaneous gllmpa
bow of a great steamof th knife-lik- e
er toweling above th
weeping toward It at a speed which
raised a smart Jet of whit under tha

I

Observing this, one of the men In
charge of Alan mad a If to loav
him to the other, addressing Judith
for permission to prevent tha loss of
th lifeboat. Sh stopped him with
a peremptory gesture.
"No -- let It go. We're better off
without It. Hold that man fast till
I fetch a rope.
We'll make sure of
them both this time!"
Straining forward In the grasp of
her guard. Rose Implored her sister:
"Judith. In pity's name, think what
you are doing!"
"Hold your tongue!" Judith snapped
viciously. "Another whimper out of
you, nnd I'll have ymi gagged!"
The balai.ee of her threat, though
accompanied by the exhibition of an
automatic pistol, wss drowned out by
the sudden roar of a steamship fog-gnal, so close aboard that It seemed
almost to emanste from the forepart
of the schooner herself.
As It wa answered by shrill and
hoarse cries of terror or of warning
from a dozen throat, Alan found him
self released, his captor leaping for
tbelr Uvea to th taffrall.
e
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Accompanied by tha Exhibition of an
Automatic Pistol.
the water- s- remembered freeing an
arm, drawing It back, delivering a
blow from his shoulder, with all hkt
strength, finding himself free, struggling back to the air.
Then a boatbook caught the back ot
his shirt and dragged him for soma
distance, until two strong bands caoghl
him beneath the armpits and held bit
head above the water.
lie looked up wltleasly Int, the fac
of Barcus, and. still bewildered, struf
gled feebly.
The other's voice brought him baoe
to hi senses. "Kasy, old top! Tak
It easy!
You're all light now rest a
minute, then belp me get you aboard.
He obeyed, controlling his panic a
best he might; and presently, wltb
considerable assistance from Barcua
contrived to scramble in over the gunwales of a boat which proved to b
the stolen lifeboat.
Aside from Barcus and himself II
held on othr person only the woman be loved, crumpled up and unconscious in the bow.
lie strove lo rise and go to her, to
make sure that still she lived. Rami
restrained and quieted him.
She's all
Kasy, I ay!
"There!
all! She and I
right- - fainted-tha- t's
took the water In practically the same
spot and luck threw this blessed boat
my way within half a doaen strokes.
No trouble at all in a manner nt

speaking!"
"But the steamer "
"Why fret about her? At the pace

she was making sh couldn't have
stopped within half a mile. We'll be
power to fetch us
all right now-w- ith
to land."
"But th other Judith!" Alan sat
up and leaned over th gunwale,
searching an oily, leaden expanse spotted only with a few splinters and bits
of wreckage. "I left her out there
uncooactou
she'll drown, I tell you!"
"And I'll tell you something!" said
Mr. Barcus severely. "You'll He quiet
and shut up or 111 dent your dome with
th shaft of an oar. Let ber drown
and a good Job, I say! Don't you know
the meaning ot 'enough'? Merciful
heavens, man, you're th most Insatiable glutton for punishment ever!"
But Alan wasn't listening. His fac
was as light leas aa the waters that
gas.
swam beneath hla
There was a horror In his heart that
numbed even the sense of relief, of
deliverance, that penetrated his being
like a shock of mortal pain.
Dead! Judith dead! Back there, In
the fog and the cold . . . dead by
his hand!
lack-luste-
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BREAKS THE BLOCKADE
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The German battleship Von der Tann, which U aald to have broken through the blockade established
North tea by the British fleet, and started across the Atlantic to loin the cruiser Karlsruhe.

United

States Defenses,

ever, Are Short of

How-

Men.

Works on Corrsgldor Almost as Impregnable ae Gibraltar or Helgoland
Great Fortifications Which
Guard National Capital.
By EDWARD

6. CLARK.

Staff Correspondent Western Newspaper
Union.)
Washington. Since the war broke
out In Europe much has been beard
about Helgoland as an impregnable
fortress. In some statements it has
been said that next to Gibraltar. Helgoland la the hardest fortress nut to
crack lo the wnole world.
Now cones the Cnited States to
maintain that It has a fortress that
Is not only not second to Helgoland
In strength, but perhaps not even to
Gibraltar Itself. Army and navy men
eeera to think that the rortresr. of
Corregldor which guards the entrance
to Manila In the Philippines can hold
off any of the world's forces and absolutely prevent any KBHibility or
aucceesful attark on Manila by way of
Its Immediate front.
Corregldor only recently has been
put into trim. Now it Is understood
that its big guns are all munnod and
that soon it will have a trained force
of men equal to the occasion of
working the weapons of offense for
a period as protracted bh any war is
likely to be. In some respects it is
aaiil Corregldor resembles Gibraltar.
Much has been written recently
about the fortifications on the sea
coHHts of the continental
United
States. During the diHcuHslons In the
committees of congress- on the subject of the military preparedness of
the United States It has been said
that our forts and our guns aro all
right, but that we have not men
enough to man them. From the report of the chief of coast artillery,
General Weaver, it Is apparent that
what has boon said just about sums
Congress It Is exup the situation.
pected will provide men enough to
man our guns, for otherwise we will
be in a position of having spent a lot
of money for tools which we cannot
use
In the year 1814 the British attacked Washington. In order to reach
this city today a foreign foe, unless
It can land an army, will be compelled
to run by the fortlllcutlons at the
mouth of Chesapeake bay and by other fortifications whirl) protect tho
reaches of the lower Potomac.
Fortress Monroe, which is one of the
guards to the entrance of the Chesapeake, la an old post and the layman
who looks at It and sees the old parapets with their granite facings cannot conceive that it would withstand
the shots from modern guns The
truth Is that old Fortress Monroe is
occupied only for show purposes and
for tbo uses of peaceful garrison life.
Connected with the old fort are the
new fortifications with their big disappearing guns. Fortress Monroe
commands not only the entrance to
the Chesapeake but the entrance to
the James river.
In Hampton Roads, whose watera
are at the mouth of the James and
mingle with those of the ocean, there
American fort with
Is a
powerful guns. It Is an aid to For
tress Monroe, and betweon the two any j
fleet, no matter how powerful, would
have a bard time of It trying to
break an entrance either into the
James river or Chesapeake bay.
Recently the government purchased
land on Cape Henry and there another

IS NOW CALLED

in tb

KAISERBERG

Germans Give New Name to Town of
Cxenstochowa in Russian
Poland.
fort Is to be built. Ships trying to
get Into Chesapeake or to the James
Petrograd. You will loot in vain
would And themselves under Ore from
for the city of Kaiserberg on the map
the Cape Henry guns befo- - they get or
Russian Poland, and little will you
within range of the Fortress Monroe
or the Hampton Roads gvns. It is suspect that thin name standscitywith
ol
believed by military experts that no the Germans for the ancient
Is at
fleet In the world ever can force its Cxenstochowa, but Kaiserberg it are
way into Chesapeake bay or the James present, and the inhabitants
penalriver thence to go with its lighter forced, under threat of severe
such.
speak
ties,
of
as
It
to
draft vessels by the water route
This Is another proof of the Gereither to Baltimore, Waal ington or
mans' tactful policy toward the Poles
Richmond.
whom the invaders are supposed to
win over to their side, for CxenstochoARTIST HONORED BY FRENCH wa to the Poles la what Mecca la to
the Mussulmans, and no greater In
"Hanal" Who Ridiculed German Con- sult to the national pride and faith
could be imagined than the renaming
trol of
Gate
of the ancient fortress.
Decoration.
Kalsergrab
now,
"Kaiserberg
Paris. The Alsatlafc caricaturist M. (kaiser's grave) In a few weeks
Walts, who Is known aa "Hanal," has hence," Is the prophecy of the refubeen decorated with the Legion of gees from the invaded part of RusHonor. Some time before the war sian Poland.
broke out "Hansl" was sentenced to
one year's imprisonment at Leipzig for
Approves the Princess.
Berlin. While distributing gifts at
cartoons he drew ridiculing everything
He es- Camnez, the German crown princess
German In
caped, however, and volunteered aa an was approached by a soldier of the
Interpreter in the French army. He landsturm battalion, who, unaware of
has been mentioned In dispatches for her Identity, said: "You're a mighty
his courage and as being a splendid nice girl. When 1 get back from the
war I'm going to marry you."
example for his comrades.
Alsace-Lorrain-

Alsace-Lorrain-

OFFICERSLAYS

15

Performs Daring Exploit
Homemade Bombs.

With

After completing his task, the officer
wriggled back to bis own lines unharmed

BRITAIN'S GREAT AVIATOR

it rwn r
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BOMBS HURLED

LIKE

A

BALL

French Devise 8cheme Whereby Fuse
Is Set After the Grenade la
Thrown.
The hand grenade devised
by the French to tlnow into '.he enemy's trenches when they are within
reach ia about as large as a baseball.
A string, tied to the wrist of the thrower, pulls out a plug from the ball after it has left the band. A spring is
released, which sets the fuse for the
explosivo charge going.
This fuse
may be regulated from one second to
two or three seconds, or intermediate
fractions, and thus adjusted to explodo
when it reaches the hostile trench.
Paris.

Crawls In Dark to German Trenches,
Destroys Mschlne Gun and Kills
Enemy's 8oldisrs With Hand
Grenades Made by Himself.
By FRANKLIN P. MERRICK.
International New Rervlco Correspondent.
Paris. With three bombs made by
himself, an officer of engineers of the
Urltlsh army has just performed au
exploit worthy of chronicling.
He
crept up to the German trenches and
killed 1.1 Germans, beaides destroying
a machine gun.
This supper was stationed at a point
of the battle line where the British
and German trenches are near to each
other. He fitted up a laboratory in a
farm house In which he was quartered
and here he began to manufacture
hand grenades. These he decided to
teat personally.
A few dozen yards before the first
British line was a German trench in
which was posted a machine gun that
had killed many English.
The trench was cleverly built in
sections, so that the nritlsh could not
capture or.e point and then Are down
the trench. It was like a row of old
fashioned church pews, each pew say
six yards long with about five Ger
mans in It. The machine gun was
posted In a pew so situated that it
could sweep the whole front for a long
distance. Before It was a shield and
a parapet.
The British officer selected a time
when It was quite dark and crawled
carefully to within about a dozen
yards of the machine gun's position
He carried one or his homemade
bombs In each side pocket and another
In his hand. He hurled the first right
In next to the machine gun.
There was a terrific explosion and
the single man In the trench to re
main alive screamed with pain. Tho
machine gun was hopelessly wrecked
The Germans along the line did not
realize what had happened. The bold
sapper was not content with the damage he had wrought, so instead of
crawling back to safety, he leaped
into the trench with the machine gun
and the dead and dying Germans. The
compartments of the trench were con
nected by passageways, making an
angle. The Germans In the compartment next to that of the machine gun
were In an uproar, firing In the direction of the British lines and evidently
believing the allies were delivering a
The Englishman
general
attack.
hurled his second bomb among them.
Five or six Germans were torn to
shreds. Into the second compartment
the aapper crawled and cast this third
and last bomb Into the next group
The effect waa as
along the line.
great as before.
To clear out the three compartments of the trench had been the
work of not more than three minutes.
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For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
constipation.

K

ARE BEST OF FORTS

i
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True Economy

"GASCARETS" FOR

i--

BY

McDONALD

GOVERNOR

OF

NEW MEXICO.
Executive Urges Strict Regulations for
Liquor Traffic In Address to
Second State Legislature-- .
Vt,-t-

Ntvpnr

1'nl.iii

S.--

Santa Fe, N. M. Gov. William U.
McDonald's message to the second
Get a
box now.
No odds how bad your liver, stomach New Alexiro legislature was preot newels; how much your head sented nt a joint session of the Housu
and Senate. The message deals with
aches, how miserable and uucomfort
able you are from constipation, Indiges numerous mutters pertaining to the
tion biliousness and sluggish bowels conduct or state affairs und recommends a large amount of legislation.
you always get the desired result
Wider powers tor the corporation
with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and eomnilMslou; the establishment or a
bowels make you miserable. Take board or Immigration; closer superviCascarets
put an end to the sion of stute educational and peual Inheadache biliousness, dizziness, nerv- stitutions; revision of the statutes;
of tho liquor
ousness aick, aour, gassy stomach, stricter enforcement
backache and all other distress; laws; a higher rate of Interest for
cleanse your Inside organs of all the public f inula; improvement or highbile gases and constipated matter ways; the enactment of a workmen's
compensation act; strengthening of
which Is producing the misery.
creA
box means health, happi the corrupt practices u:t and the
ness and a clear head for months. ation of a state tax commission are
No more days of gloom and distress among the most important recommenif you will take a Cascaret now and dations to the I.egiHlatu.'e contained
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Don't In the message.
DisciisHing tho liquor question, the
forget the children their little In- mesHUKe says:
Idea need a cleansing, too. Adr.
"The evils or the Honor traffic aa It
Is now conducted are too apparent to
Too. 8mal to Harm.
The Mother I see a triangular tray need much argument. We ought to
to hold a piece of pie unharmed in a have a luw forbidding ami prohibiting
the sale of Intoxicating liquors to any
lunch box baa been invented.
The Boy But who would harm such village or community of less than 300
a little piece or pie as you cut, mam- population, the boundaries of such village or community to be limited to one
ma?
mile square. No more than one saloon should he licensed In any village
CARE FOR CHILDREN'S
or community not having a population of more than GOO. In places havHair and Skin With Cuticura. Noth- ing more than 500, no more than one
ing Easier. Trial Free.
license should he granted for each
750 people above the first G00.H
The Soap to cleanse and purify the
DIscusHlng election matters, the govakin and scalp, the Ointment to ernor advocates the adoption of a
ootbe and beal rashes, itchings, red- modified form of the Australian ballot
ness, roughness, dandruff, ete. Noth- system. Referring to the Initiative and
y
ing better than these fragrant
referendum, the recall and direct priemollients for preserving and maries, the message says:
purifying the akin, scalp and hair.
"TheBe measures depend for their
Sample each free by mail with Book. successful Issue upon the Intelligence,
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY, the wisdom, the sincerity of those who
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
would exerrlso these government powers and privileges In behalf of them
The Martini Berceuss.
selves. Modification of the present
A young lady was dining with some constitutional provision for referenfriends at their home. The host had dum and provision for the initiative
concocted some seductive cocktails "on a fair hnsix" Is suggested. Direct
and she hud joined the others in primaries are urged aa a means of dodrinking to his health. Before the ing away with "objectionable convendinner was over she was experiencing tion methods." The governor alao
f
wobbly feeling urges modification of the "present obthat
that ia said to follow a cocktail.
ject loimblo libel luw," In n manner reWhile coffee was being served In quiring that all prosecution for libel
the drawing room the
be Initiated In the dlatrlct In which tile
son ot the fumily was brought in- alleged llliel originates
to the room and the young guest inOn Industrial legislation, the messisted on holding him.
sage says:
"I am surprised that be is so con
"I believe the time haa come when
tented In your lap," her hostess told the state .should provide leglalntion
her. "He doesn't usually care for for such compensation for Induatrial
strangers."
accidents aa may he considered just
"Well, you may not know It," was to both capital and labor, employer
the reply, "but he is being rocked."
and employed In this way alone can the
New York Evening Post.
laborer and sometimes
unfortunate
equally unfortunate employer be pro
Her Platform.
tected from the parasite who specu
At the Marshall home there was lates on the misfortunes of others."
much discussion of woman suffrage
and other political questions, and litAnother Rich Gold 8trike.
tle Vera had always been a very much
Piiios Altos. Wright & Stauber, the
interested listener.
"What will you do when you ran successful leasees of the Pacific No.
2 mine in this ramp, whoxe
recent
vote?" a visitor asked her.
"Help to put candy on the free list," gold strikes in that property hue atwas the unexpected reply. Youth's tracted widespread attention and resulted In the yevlvsl of mining In this
Companion.
district, made another phenomenal
strike In the property, encountering a
Their Use.
"Do you see where the Futurists pocket ot rich gold ore. The extent of
the latest pocket Is said to he even
and Cubists have gone to Spain?"
"Maybe they use their pictures on greater than any of tho former pock-etencountered and the present strike
the bulls to infuriate them in the
la expected to yield greater returns
ring."
than any previous one, which have run
all the way from $10,000 to uh high aa
BAD DREAMS
$20,000.
Cauaed by Coffee.
super-cream-

Every man who is

seeking to save by
smoking 5c cigarettes,
should see how much
more satisfaction in
better value he can
get by paying 15c
for 20 FATIMAS.
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8low Delivery.
Gotham Who spoke at the
dinner tonight, dear?
Mr. Gotham Well, one ot the speak
ers was the owner of that big department store."
"No wonder you're late, then."
"Why?"
"I happen to know his delivery is
awfully Blow."
Mrs.

MOTHER

LOOK AT

GHILffSJOHGUE
cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup
of Figs"
A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver geta sluggish; stomach
aour.
Look.at the tongue, mother! If coated, or your child la listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restlesa, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because it is
perfectly harmless, and In a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bile
waste will gently
and fermenting
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "inside cleansing' la ofttlmes all
that Is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given In any sickness.
Reware of counterfeit fig syrups
bottle ol
Ask at the store for a
"California Syrup ot Figs," which haa
full directions for babies, children ol
plainly
all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adr.

"I have been a coffee drinker, more
Cattle Quarantine Raised.
Every girl vows when she marries
or less, ever since I can remember, unSanta F6. Governor McDonald Is that she will not stand for neglect
Flight Commander Claude Graham- til a few months ago I became more sued a proclamation raising the quar- from her husband the way her poor
White, at the right, in conversation and more norvous and Irritable, and antine recently declared against the old mother does.
with British army officers and a finally I could not sleep at night for I movement or livestock Into New Mexi
in was horribly disturbed by dreams of co from Colorado, Arizona and Texas,
French aviator
Ton imilci fnr a nickel. Always buy Red
"somewhere
ilutf Hlue; have beautiial, clear
France."
(Name deleted by censor.) all sorts and a species of distressing and the republic of Mexico. The govnightmare.
ernor after conferring with the offi- white clothe. Adv.
"Finally, after hearing the experi cials of adjoining states, Is convinced
A new coffee strainer can be fas'WIDOW'S MITE' FOR WOUNDED ence ot numbers or friends who bad the danger from foot and mouth distened inside any pot by wires inserted
quit coffee and were drinking Postum, ease Is past.
In the spout.
French Servant Earning Ten Centt and learning of the great benellts they
an Hour Gives 150 to
had derived, I concluded coffee must
Red Cross.
be the cause ot my trouble, so I got Gallaher Well Delivering 800 Gallons.
Demlng. Ed Mooney Is testing out
some Postum and had It made strictly
Stop
the new equipment Installed on the O.
Parts. A Paris woman servant ol according to directions.
There's nothing mnrti dlacmirftclng
the numerous class which works out
"I was astonished at the flavor and V. Gnlluher place, three miles north of
than a constant backache. You ar lam
when you awak. 1'atnt ptVrce you when
at ten cents an hour has clven nc taste. It entirely took the place of town. The Instillation consists of a
ynu bend or lift. It's hard to reat and
pump and engine worklug
less a sum than 130 for the French coffee, and to my very great satisfac stxteen-incnext day It's th Hmi old atory.
Ci-o-

That Backache

wounded. Her employer had difficulty
in making her confess It. When sh
did own up to It, she explained thai
though the Red Cross agent had ad
vised her strongly to keep her savings for a rainy day she had got round
his objections by showing certificates
for further savltigr of $2,000.
HONOR

GRANT'S

SON-IN-LA-

Prince

Cantacuzene
Decorated
Czar for Bravery In Campaign In Gallcla.

tion, I began to sleep peacefully and
sweetly. My nerves improved, and I
wish I could wean every man, woman
and child from the unwholesome
coffee.
"People do not really appreciate or
realize what a powerful drug It la and
wha terrible effect it has on the hu
man system. If they did, hardly a
pound of coffee would be sold. I would
never think of going back to coffee
bv again. I would almost as soon think
ot putting my band In a Are after I
bad once been burned.
Yours for

Washington.
PrlncA Cmi.Ai,,...
husband ot Julia Dent Grant, has been
decorated bv the czar fnr horl.n, i
the Gallclan campaign, and Wllhelm
von nam nas received the Iron cross
ror distinguished
service on th
French and Russian frontiers. Von
Rath, who is enBAffeH In
mn,.j
h. ...
ui u,v
to Cecilia May, has beon Invalided It
his home In Frankfort
mi..
May Is a guest. He was formerly at- lacueu to iue uerman embassy here.

rh.n

under

seventy-foo- t
head and a twenty-foo- t
draw down. It Is delivering Sou
gallons a minute.

drug-drin-

Entertain

Twenty-Sigh- t
Oescendanta.
Clayton
Mr. and .Mrs. S. P. Kdmon-sowedcelebrated their
ding .anniversary here, entertaining
twenty elKlit of their descendants, who
constitute what la known as the "Edmonson Tribe" of t'nlon county.

n

fifty-secon- d

Mine Inspector Makes Report.
Albuquerque. It cost one human
life to mine 273.438 tons of coal In
Postum comes In two forms:
Regular Postum
must be well New Mexico, according to the state
mine Inspector's report. There were
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum I a soluble pow- 14 fatal accidents in New Mexico
l
accidents,
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly mines last year, 95
cup ot hot water and, with cream apd the coal production totaled 3,025,-00In
tons of bituminous, "tL'.ium tons of
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
and SO.oiio of anthraInstantly. SOc and 60o tlna.
The cost per cup of both kinda Is cite There are 44 mines in operation,
employing over J.ouO men. Coke manuabout the same.
facturing gives employment to 800
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
sold by Grocers. more.

health."

non-fata-

0

Tain In tha back la nature's warning
NpfltHSt
may pav tha
of klitney Ilia
way to dropgy, fraral, or other aerloua

sickness.
Don't delay bgtn using Doan'g Kid-no- y
I'll la the rmdlclne that has been
curing backncha and kidney trouble for
kldm--

ovvr fifty

A Colorado Case
Mrs. Martha Wood,
8.
14t
Bicond Bt.,
o.,
Montros",
ny: "My kidneys
wvro wt-uand a
StlKht cold W ft s

Col

enough to cause a

bad
attack.
Tha
k I d n a y secretions
were unnatural and

itlatri'Mlng and my
duck waa Wrait and
diny spells and ,
hntsirli4-ttn a. .v. '
rr.il boxes of Doan's
Kidney Mils fixed
me
up In
good
ahape.
Hfnre then I
have kept this mt-d- t
cine on hand and I use It off and on as
a kidney tonic"
Cat DWs sA As Stat. B0 a 5oa

DOAN'S'r1 JUIV
FOSTEitMILBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
W. N. U.. DENVER. NO.

M

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE

State, County, and A. T. & S.

R

Ry. Go.

WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

The Clovis National Bank
'BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"

DIRECTORS
"

J. C. NELSON, Cashier
JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres.
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres.
L. H. SANDERS
W. H. DUCKWORTH,
A. W. HOCKENHULL,
W. O. OLDHAM,

Echoes From Enterprise
llev. J. T. Lwis and Miss
Mrs. J. T. Pulhn. 217 N.
Have four automobiles for
exclusive
left Monday for Melrose
Grace
287,
the
has
Phone
sale from $150.00 up. Call and
week.
ag"ncy for the Spirilla Corset. and vicinity to spend the

Spirilla Coretier

Cars For Sale

Ax-tel-

see them.

l,

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Clovis Auto Co.
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Praetorian Building
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ORGANIZE

Next Tuesday Night, Jan. 26,

r!'.L..Uk

rtrtnTl'rVTt'l
ft

WILL

the Lodge Hall over the

Clo-

vis Journal office. All members
are urged to b present on that
Many new members
night.
have come in this week and the
organizers hope to have 50 members on the Charter List by
Tuesday night. January 26th.

Special Dispensation
Dispensation has been granted the Clovis
Council and while the regular Initiation Fee is $5.00, you
can get in the Council between now and next Tuesday
night by paying the Medical Examination Fee only.
A Special

Clovis Council No. 778
will soon be one of

?

J.

.

the strongest Councils in New Mexico.

B. SAVAGE,

State Mgr.

REPRESENTING

The Praetorians

home
Brown returned
Friday from points in Missouri,
where he spent the ho idays.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunlap visited
with Mr. and Mrs. John Shipley
at their ranch 20 miles west of
Clovis Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Grace ShiDnun, of Tulia,
Texas, is spending this week
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. Carnahan.
Mrs. Kingry, Mis?! Grace and
home
little Johnny returned
Tuesday from Joplin, Mo. We
are glad to welcome thorn back
again.
Mrs. Alley visited with Mrs.
Homan Thursday.
Mrs. J. T. Lewis visited with
Mrs. Holden Monday.
A merry crowd of young people
met at the McGregor home Saturday evening to enjoy one of
those good old fashion times,
which the McGregors are famous
for where you have plenty of
room to go round and round and
trip the light fantastic to the
melodious music by various ones
and especially Mr. Crump. Delicious refreshments were served
and all spent a pleasant evening.
Leu

Home Office,
Dallas. Texas.

00

Miss Leona Fine

and

Mrs.

Holden visited with Mrs. Albert
Walker Wednesday afternoon.
Miss Grace Kingry visited with
Mrs. Jim Walker. Thursday.
We were all delighted to have
our superintendent, Mrs. Struble
with us again after an absence
of a few Sundays, also Miss
Mae Lewis.
Miss Ollie Sears, of Clovis,
spent Saturday night and Sunday with her sister, Mrs. Todd.
Jim Holden and wife and Miss
Leona Fine took dinner at Mr.
Zwisslers Sunday.
Miss Grace Kingry and Creston

Notice of Suit.
Walker calle l at the Lewis home
Sunday afternoon.
In the district Court of
Mrs. H. J. Houghtelling spent ry t'ounty New Mexico.
Tuesday afternoon and night
No. 821.
with Mrs. Holden.

Havener Happenings
Little Myrtle Anderson wns
severely scalded Saturday night
but is getting along nicely now.
Mrs. A. J. Rodes and son Arno
and Mrs. Perry Unruh visited
the Anderson family Saturday.
Quite a number of Havener
young people ate birthday dinner
with Amy Anderson Sunday.
Prof. (.'. C. Ford and family
visited Prof. C. J. Shoup Sunday.
Mrs. It. It. Turner and daugh
ter. Miss Vallie called on the
Anderson family Mnda.
Mrs. Victor Barris is on the
sick list.
Nels Anderson is making a
new kind of a horse power and
threshing machine.
Pryor McDaniel is still trying
to remove the drill bit he
cemented down in the
well he was drilling on his farm.
D. V. Winn was called to Hugo
Okla., to his sick mother's bed
side and found her dead upon
arrival. We extend him sympathy in his great grief.
acci-dentl-

y

J. Norby, one of the many
substantial citizens of the biggest wheat shipping and wheat
raising stations in New Mexico
B.

(Melrose) was in our citv last
Mr. Norby was
Wednesday.
duly elected justice of the peace
for Melrose which means that
the local affairs of Melrose will
be honestly, fairly, and legally
Mr. Norby
is
administered.
and
fathers
one of the founders
of Melrose and is deserving of
much praise for his loyalty and
tenacity.

Cur-

office and business address
Clovis, New Mexico.

is

In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court this
J. W. Bruner. Plaintiff vs. Dr. 12th day of January A. 1). 1915.
A. L. Dillon. David Wire, jUer-tie- s
W. C. Zerwer,
Wire, Lewis Wire, Christ
County Clerk.
(Senl)
Wire and Henry Wire, a minor,
It.
J
Defendants.
To the defendants David Wire
Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire, Chriss
Market Report.
Wire and Henry Wire, a mi$1 22
Wheat, per bushel
nor, in the above suit:
You will take notice that a Kaffir thrashed and sacked 9":ts.
i5 "
suit has been filed against you Maize
"
95
in the District Court
of the Feterila
9D "
Corn
Fifth Judicial District in and
for Curry county New Mexico,
in which J. W. Bruner is plainMrs. Clark, who has hen
tiff and Dr. A. L. Dillon. David
visiting
in Dayton, N. M. reWire. Bertie Wire. Lewis Wire,
home of her daughthe
turned
Chriss Wire and Henry Wire, a
W. Tucker.
Edward
Mrs.
ter,
defendants
and
minor, are
831
of
on the docket
numbered
Mrs. Nate Bales and little
said court.
daughter, of Itoswell, visited
You are further notified that her many friends in Clovis this
the general objects of said week.
suit are as follows: To secure
a judgment on a certain promissory note made payable to the
f
order of Dr. A. L. Dillon, and
Air f
M1VUWI
by him transfersed and sold to
tllVUVJ 1
said plaintiff in the principal 1
sum of Four 'Hundred Fifty Six H
We want your farm
J
Dollars together with interest
loans. Can handle
on same at the rate of 10 per
them on short no- cent per annum and to foreclose H
tice.
a certain mortgage covering 1
See us at once!
Lots No. 10 in Block No. 16 of
the West Clovis Addition to the
town of Clovis, New Mexico,
Union Mortgage Co. '
made to secure said note, signjt ji Ji ji
ed and executed by Louis Wire, 9 jljl Jt Jljt Jt JtJt jt
deceased.
You are further notified that
Grading,
Plowing,
if you fail to appear or plead in
Team Work.
this cause on or before March
will be
20th 1915 judgement
Can do your plowing, gradrendered against you in said
ing and in fact any kind
cause by default and the plainof team work. Have plentiff will apply to the court for
ty of good teams and implements. Prices reasonable
the relief sought in the complaint herein.
Thos. Reagan,
W. A. Havener is attorney
Clovis,
New Mexico.
for the plaintiff and his post
15-F- 5
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